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THIS ISSUE PRIKTED IN,THREE ilECTIONS.
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PRO
STRIKE REMOVED

NEN Is1;cK1'.

ItSI)A Y. I/1.1i 10111E11 II, 19111.

lIirigi

The probability of a strile on
the N. C. St St.11,. Railway has
practic-ally beep removed by the
action of President John Howe
Peyton in agreeing-10 thiliik--gestion of Mr. a. W. Hanger of
the Federal Board of Mediation
that theirailroad officials meet
the joint:committee of the four
brotherhood organizations to
consider:grievances.
After:setting ou t the substance of &the agrtement—in- a
statement following his eonference with Mr. Hanger, which
statement was given to
the
Associated Press, President
Peyton made the following statement to the public:
Nashville, Tenn., Dec. 3, 1916.
TO THE PUBLIC:
A memorandum has just been
issued to the newspaper reporters of conclusions reached
by Mr. Peyton as to the question upon which cmployes onthe Nashville, Chattanooga &
St. I,,uis Railway recently took a
strike vote, i. e., the demand of
the representatives of the four
orders of trainmen that in considering grievances affecting a
member of any one of the
orders, the general manager
should discuss same with a joint
committee of the four—Orders.
_Mr-Tayton4t3,siiesZ4o say to
thepublic that in reaching this
conclusion his mind was influenced by general conditions affecting the coua try; the fact that
the question of meeting the four
organizations jointly rally is
not of very material importance
except for its_ bearing upon the
general question of tho sanctity
of contraciii: the fact that ,a
'strike jug rioiv would cause a
great deal of suffering along the
lines of the railro4d, particular.
ly in towns and communities
entirely -dependent • upon this
system for their supplies of coal,
the stock of which is now at a
minimum throughout the coun
try, and by the further fact that
the Congress assembles
tomorrow, and that the Presiden
of the United States, in an ad-t
dress before a joint session
of
the two houses or congress
on
Aug. 29, 1916, gave the absu
rance that laws would be pass
ed
that would in the future prev
ent
-.41021110-e such catastrophes overwhelming
the country.
JOHN Trip WE PEYTON.
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40 MER CfrIZEtt
WRITES LETTER.
Charleston, Ark.. Dec.10.
_ Dear Ledger—if* few lines
'from an Arkansu Preacher and
school:teacher will not be out of
place we will endeavor to chronicle:sorne of the things, both good
and bad, concerning this part
of
Kentucky's western neighbor.
Franklin county is in the most
western part of Arkansas, abou
t
i midway between the north
and
south lines, and its western line !Is about twenty.five miles from
.
the Oklahoma line. The county
is divided by the Arkansas river,
each side having a county seat,
court house, etc. Charleston, the
county seat of the south part of
the county, is a town of about
1.000 inhabitants. It lea good,___,
dean town, hiv in g five churches,'
a good high school carrying eleven grades and as clean, moral
and friendly population as can.,
be found anywhere. It is located on Grand prairie, one of the
most beautiful prairies of West.
ern Arkansas. Fort Smith, the r
second city of the state in size
and one of the best wholesale
and manufacturing centers of the
southwest is within thirty miles,
!thus insuring a good market for
'all kinds of produce.
The principal crops here are
-corn, cotton, hay, oats, sorghum
and potatoes. Cotton:makes from
lone•third,to a bale per acre, and
at the present price, 18c to 20c
, per pound„'a bale nets around
I $100. Seed from a bale brings
ifrom $20 to $2:; additional. Both
!cotton and seed are exceptionally
high this year, however. The
:cotton crop. was cut short by the
drouthlthat effected the entire
southwest, but the high prices
have more than made up for the
short crop and the farmers area
handling-fay.:as in uch money
this fall as usual.
Quite a little interest is being
taken in:the growing of sorghum
for the market for the past two
years. A large molasses plant
located at Ft. Smith furnishes a
good market and the haul being
short the freight is not high.
, The soil is well adapted to sorghum, and as it only needs to be
headed. and piled on the cars
loose, one hand can grow and
market a considerable amount.
Irish potatoes, toe, are a very
profitable -money crop. Spring
Contiinted on Page —(TfolunIn 3.
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DEUTSCHLAND tiOVI
IN GERMAN WATERS

BURNS AMERICAN AT STAKE
Villa Rieder. Burn American Citissn
at Stake-Threatens Bet Does
Net Kill German.

STRONG PROTEST
SEE TO GERMANY

U-BOAT WRANGLE IS SERIOUS
Girtrisitly s Note On linking ot Alessi
Considered Very Unsatisfactory
By Uncle Som.

SPECIAL SESSION s
STILL IN DOUBT

CovInston Wins Ilitievolsik Cie&
dissented. the
Chli!
i .I1 tette etillet
the
*110114 v 011 silting. lit the cam• of

.
i116141lilit
rditlitt4hieti"UtItjleV11":'‘ g
;a
y 41.111111tt riWitiOlirli'lnl
t ilit,
l'Illtliany. In W kWh the Court ut Aie
.t,nrealt
Alltitiii re%ereeil the Ketitau
Carroll.
Polite
opittleit
Ise
Tour( in an
Richard and T J. KolPrepertyof
KENTUCKY OFFICIALS HOLD CON.
1lllllids in t'ov Mahon hail beset 1105V 5014.11
(and
ue
su
FIRENCE BUT NOTHING
ulii:)-fli7i7vefor:ii: Tor,hsetr:eiw
asid:Ilg intiruilie
DEFINITE R1SULTS.
city
lite lot was. nerd at 12)10 and the
was held Maisie for the cost ot the hnMovements. The city slid hot 11441%0
eteeptions
(or a new trial, but took
anti ii14.41 tile retard *Oh the Court of
Appeals, withoist a motion to grant au

El Paso, Thum
Three more names
Vi oiaitiagluu-Uet-nsauy's sica*Manes
have bi•en added to the liet of foreignof reeponelhility for the pinking witheta reported to have hetet killed is
GUSMIIP111111SE REPORTED PAPI NI•altso toy bandits. They are limner CENSORS THE DEPORTATION OP out wartilux of the Britian liner Arse
bite a Itis the explanatton that her subOFF MOUTH OF WESER AFTER
mu Liftmen. sou of the late Urn W
INIMANS TO OIRMANY IN
marine eimintander took ths• velleel for
I', !lumen of Utter war fame, Howard
10 DAYS' JOURNEY.
111741110Nti MESSAGE.
an auallkary %steroid's, has. brought the
Weeks, or Howard Gray: re 4144 Was
over eubmeritie warfare to a
•••
known in Mexico, and 'W.-American
more sericits and clear cut basis than
named roster.
anything that has happened since the
\(sung Suyman VMS reported to
threat of the .1'nited Statile last April
hese met his death, Dar Chihuahua
to break diplomatic Minions after the
City. Howard Weeks. an employe of
torpedoing of the channel liner Sus
American
Meese Return Journey In Four Day, an
wining vonvern, was Slate Departewst Cables Note
To Art- me:
Say State is Plunging Into Debt at
celled
to
the
door.
of, his 11Olti_e_Alger- -lug-Amb
ssseal-....-.1.1e-a......-4--vs- sesessAlda 1-11A
tame Ties* tem* IsSee. Teio-Coristte-h -tornrmation as /hos
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---WO.OQO -Per M.nthTtt1nk BM
assador -Or1-1111-HTAFerrol. s)sot through the head by Villa
government stow has tends to show
a
c op
'
ili e
r talh
at:tt lillitti .1:WI 1:1111;srettl'itierdillils'
' UliAtilltil
r.ed Two Million Dollar Cargo
Would
Relief.
Be
For
immediat
e
Delivery
I. the
bandits and his body tben hanged in
althostah unaccompanied by a
the Arabia to ha.%.. been • passenger
tiled,
Gild Official Mall.
the door yard, IleVertItuit tit infuema•
German Chancellor.
*My of the Pentmortar & sartentat tine,
Into44•Iiii terenSros t Cosrespoloirtie0.)
•••1•••=1.
non brought to the border by Spanish
"
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.:1 1 lartn
passing through I 110 :Mediterranean ou
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refugees.
Frankfort
Weeks, who went by the
.
The
problem
the
ez•
of
Berlin. -flay Wireless.s Vise (lera
regular Noyage Among the many
Washington. The American govern1C•u eontmetvial submarine Deutech- flame of Gray, was married and had Stint's formal protest to Germany paseeneerm was an American vitiation, Ira session of the legislature for the
Ii'.,.
children
purport. iff passing a new revenue and
land. votupleting a quit k voyage home
against the deportation of belgians who was rescued.
Little bar yet been learned of the
fi
trim thy Visited Stater. arriving at
The
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note, Made public by
for forced labor as a violation of the
eas
.n ablillt hw
:
connotterli"
i di.)fast hweas
it (
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.
T
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the State Department. says if official ti
of
humanity
has
been 'aide
In Torreon to a countrymau here said
Coniwisaion with Gov. Stanley
'Weser
data
is
furnished
showing
that
public
the
by the state department, it
Atil.vhellii
:
i•i mit:to,rg:
The arrival of the Deutechland at a an American named Foster had been was
In the form of a note. cabled to vessel wa• an ortiluary passenger
ei
Il.l' the commitment, all
Oertuan port marks the succesisfUl horrIblyernaltrented anti then hurtled Acting
steamer, "this, then, would be a case
Ambassador Grew at Berlin,
lin$1:1:12ytittm,:
1"
)11:',14:14'6111:::;11,:n:
:1:
1111.$,
1114 1 t;.
7
21.
111:111.
:
:
1,1t.Phle:
1$1,711,°01.:
tit"
:
1:
:
1 ?;:tr°
t
;h
:
alva;
cempletion of the second round trip tu death at a et Ow in the preeence
of regretable mistake, from whkelt,the o f whom were in at tentlance, MileVpi ,pa
one, urged Goss Stanley to rail the- . : K 1- t
son.- The- ntareler perurred near with iinagettiosu_i that. be-seeli an la- Gorman
..
of the rrnutnerclat-lindertel belt. to
goiranot
would
promptly
torripw with the tiorman chancellor
Torreon. the !Etter said.
wadri"
ii,% 4,,e
ll u
s'assies
4.idas
ete
..4.
.41"
.e..Zenso-s
crs
his
sitt.II"
the United States.
draw the appropriate voneequenres", extra ileamion to peals the bill which t
xi*.II.la him..;and
they have preaartel, They ere ssf She
alitosiesotels
Is
tau her -voyage /Mit-11111004- s
ft
ammutned lier-ihat -the cons...
et
- ward 101(144 a sellnywrirismitrarralittles
by the department with the terse corn.
s are hulit II ina% be asseliseil half
Mit& the pasmage in-il 4aye, hiving Auserisatt hotness in Chthunhua
quences would be an expressaion of re- opinion that Ilse 1)111 can be mooted, wa•ise
tarrying off large quantitlea of Amerleft New lanidon on Nov. 21. .
atria and offer Of reparation for any end they MO It will SIVP the elate the the enhanced vablioliy reaeom on the
'The Interview hue fatten place.'
Injury or danger suffered by Ilse Amer- Zeller that is needed to Pull it Mit of street iniproventent.
This bettered conilderably the rec- ican °envoi property and destroying
what
its buil financial hole. The state is
they
Offis
_were.
unable
Mk
refuse
to
to
this
haul
state.
add
to
away.
on! of her previous eastward trills.
ican lin board
going in debt, at-vording to the memwhich, stalling front. Baltimore. took mesouges,from the Chihuahua capital melte anti so far as could be learned
Equipment Litau_Filatk
hers of the cionitniselon, at the rate of
there has bet% no reply from Gertier 23 days. Ilcr two westward voy stale.
A lease. of .4101m-eta was tiled ivith
110.4 40 a month
Government agents here revel veil a many.
All information available,.
oges occupied reams evely id days
Secietary of State LievIs by Edward'
report
that
more
1i0
elexicans
than
however,
Indientes
that the deportaand 21 days..
T Stotieibury & Son,tof Nr% York, and
were exected by Villa men.
tions are continuing, and it is known Minister of Marine- Thinks' *Offers Appellate Court Rules.
The Deutseklands-Wilalek 40
the Southern itally Co. • Itntler
Gray. an American mining that through earlier informal repreHas Gone Merit With All On
Beginning with the winter term the
commercial mat.of her type that has, manowari
terms of the agreement titatostalrl
at, _PuirruL_Chinuahuih-wg.- 1411404
ri
-Approle,-after
sentation
th.at1 of-. Art1-flit Ambits.&sr' agree ii) furnish the railtints -oft.
Succeeded in retiMri
-Athifrica-T1-1411
appearence docket, will sit only tali
4IMMIM
Germany, was forced to make tato by Villa bandits when they entered learned that the German poeition was
mountain. t'p.. patotenger
puny
the lawn, according to
telegram that the policy was u military nevesParts. -- The hattlerihip Suffern, days. tne week -hi band dawn opinions
starts front New London. itie&45,
Santa
Fe tvpis freleht en'
Met-sroessieed by the Aleartstfo- Mitthrg ally
On her first atempt
and not in violation of luterua• which left port oti-In
24,- has not and shenr- arguments-,shursinOTiOnsf,s4M- gine*, II! Mallet articulated compound
17, she & Milling rontpany.
titions
for
reltioaring
.beett
and hriefa filed freight engin...0,31)W fitly-Sun steel lit
heard from since and the minis•
collided with an esoOrting tux and had
Genet law.
Thee.. men, said Edgar Roth, Gerti•r of marine considers the vessel lust any- day of the terns with the clerk gondola
to put back to port.
curs, 100 ateel renter sill taman
consul in Parral. told them he
will be 'regarded Poi if Med in open
with all on board.
The Deutschland on bate her tripe
boos,' cars, 2041 steel underframe *Met
was ordered ezi•ented by Villa bancourt.
Th.-East
ern
division
will sit cars and 1,23e thirty-ton steeLeen„ter
The Sufferiu railed for L'Orient. a
brought valuable cargoes, chiefly of
dits at Santa !tomtits' after being
on Ttiesilays and the Weadern division
dyes and chemicals. On her prettent
Field Marshal Oyama of Russo-Japan- French naval station In Brittany,
sill plaits box rare The railway cornrobbed
$50.000
of
woeth of silver bare.
voyage she lock a cargo estimated at
The Sufferu had a staff of le offe on Fridays.. At present the court tilts pithy stereos to pay $5,10essisii,for'tN,
ese Pains, Expires From
Though taken out to be shot, he was
flve
days
the
week
to
hand
down
oplis•
$2.000,000 In value and official mall.
(Wm and her crew numbered 700 men.
equipment, the amount tot lap paid In
•
Illness.
later releatted
inn N and _hear...Motions, andsit_ takess
for Germany.
-sTokyn - Field Marabil.Prinee Iwao - -The French- butt leetrtp -Suffern Wt. great
deal of time away from the ion_
()yank', commander in chief _of the placed 12,750 tons. Her normal com- sideratio
n of e
- asel. 'It Ii believed by
MORE PAY 011111111110..
Manchurian army of .1apan during the plement was 730 men. She was 410 the' judges
that they can alleposits of Verdict Affirmed. •- .
feet
long
and
70 feet of beam and More busInette
Rutile,-Japanese war, is dead.
verdict oT 15011 awarile.I Vellna
in a term by limiting
Federation of Labor WIII Make Hard
Field Marshal Prince Oyansa shared was laid down In 1899.
National Retail Grocers' Association
the hours they sit on the bench. The, Young against the Postal Telegraph
Fight Before Congress.
Last year the Suffern took part in tourt
with Field Marshal Prince Yamagata
just issued the following rune': CoSin the Pendleton Circuit Court was
Wants Cangress To Put Embargo
Washington -- An organized effort
the bombardment of the Turkish forts "Beginning with
the
highest
military
and
civil
honors
the winter term. affirmed by the Court of Appeals in an
On
Foodstuffs.
directed by the American Federation
In the gift of the emperor. Both were 'at the Dardanelles. She entered the
January, 1917, the court will eit opinion by t'ommiseloner Clay. Veet Labor to induee congress to grant
Chicago.-Boycotts against the en- field marshals, both were princes and straits to attack Turkish batteries and, every day during the call of the ap- line Young was injured when a runawage and salary increases to all em•
tire output of any manfucaturer or both were military councilors. Prince according to an official Turkish an- pearance docket, on which- days no way horse, behind whirls she was rid- ployes
of the United States govwholesaler who is found to be storing Oyama hailed front Satsuma, where nouncement, was damaged seriously arguments will be heard. After the ing, ran into a telegraph push' set too
ernment from president down to the
foodstuffs or using other methods to he wits born in IA42. He was a cousin and withdrew in flames. She was sent appearance docket has been called the close to the roadway, The defense.
humblest laborer was planned at a
Eastern divisieti will sit in open see-. contended that there wits plenty of
boost Prices, and a demand for a fed- of the (HUMUS Salito Takamori, who back to Toulon for repairs.
meeting here presided over by Samuel
- - shin only every Tuesday of each week, room for a horse to be driven by; but
eral embargo on foods-these are the headed the Satsuma rebillion in '774,
Gompers, president of the federation.
and the Western division only every the court held that Inasmuch as the t.0yatua was one of the earliest stu
two drastic methods that may be used
Resolutions were adopted setting
Friday each week. and arguments will pole WAS set out of line its preeenete
to fight the high cost of living, if the dents of foreign military methods,
forth that government salaries have
be heard only on theme days- ego. there as well as the accident of the
Ili
executive corumittte of the National having been dispatched to Europe by
not kept pace with the cost of necesLleyd•George Assumes Dictatorship lions may be tiled with notice in
the runaway contributed-to the injury.
the government at the time of the
sities of life, and directing that con- Retail Grocers' Association, in session
- After Resignation of Asquitnclerk's
oilier any day during-GM -term,
-.
at Chicago, takes the action demand- Franco-Prussian war, when he attachts have tee same effeet as if fiest i n Jefferson Court Reversed.
gress be petitioned to grant increases
Forming New Cabinet.
.
ed hlmseltto the Prussian for -es.
ed by its officials.
ranging from 10 to 33 1-3 per cent to
open court on that day. Petitions for
The
Jeffereon
s
l'arcuit
Court
was re.
By
18e8
Oyama
"Feed
had
.America
been advanced
tine is the slogan
London.-David Lloyd -George has rehearing and briefs may altos be filed versed in Or case
government employes, whether in or
of the Oweneboro,
.of the Meeting. -The association is to the status of field marshal. le the overthro
wn the Asquith cabinet and with notice in the . clerkei office of Wheie Co., of Owensbor
out of the civil service.
o, anti Did
war with lussla Oyama acted as cone
represented in forty-five states.
will become prime minister himse:f. the, court on any' day of the term, to Standard Wheel Co.. of
-Terre Haute,
manderdnchief.
The
grocer
A princedom was be- The new governne•
is feeling the pressure
have
NO PARDON FOR DEITZ:
the
same
effect as if tiled in court Ind., against, T Teatime:I. of Louisnt will be coalition,
of the high cost of living more than stowed upon him for his. achievement. Ilk.'
the old one, but probably with- on--that day. All motions flied in the vine. The Iffry had been instructed to
Ills
wife
the
was
among
consumer
the
first
was
the
the
opinion expressof
Governor Denies Clemency To He ro of
out the same measure of harmonious clerk's office will he gisposed of by bring in a verdict fur the priee of 4.e/ed by Frank B. Connelly, former presi- girl students to be sent abroad by the support
Cameron Dam.
which attended the formation the court in the regular order of huge. tam tt machinery in favor of Trernmeil
Madison, NVis.-The pardon applica- dent of thellrganization and represen- empress in the early seventies and of the first coalition government, be- 11(.1114. 'Maps or diagrams used at the and the court fixed the value if
Nuntion of John Deitz, famed as the "hero tative from-the Pacific coast. Mr. Con• spent many years in the United States. cause its birth has created additional trial of a ease must be made a part of dries included in the, sale.'
Court
the
record
and
brought
to
this
of Cameron dam." who was convicted nelly will'urge the adoption of an emcourt of Appeals said the jury sheuld have
factional differences.
SKILLED LABOR IS SHORT,
of murdering Deputy Arthur Harp. 'bargo resolution. He will seek the apThis result has emerged from an- with the record. --A failure to observe been allowed to decide the facts as to
•pointme
this
rule will he visited with such pen- the controversy over
nt of a committee to lay it
when his Thy
other day of active and hurried party
App'e dam- fortress in
the centract and
Admiral
Taylor
Issues
alty in each case as the ',court may over the
Warning conferences and a
northern Wisconsin was besieged by a before President Wilson.
market-vittue of the sundriee,
day of intense SusAgainst Too Great Construction.
deem
proper."
•
coterie of deputy sheriffs on Oct. 7,
pense and interest throughout the
Washington.-Warning against unPromotion Announced. .
1910, was denied by Gov. E. L. Philipp.
country.
BLOCKADE BEING MET,
Deficits Shown By Reports.
dertaking too great a building program
Capr-Maurice K. -Gorden of Mad!.
The names of 10,000 -citizens of WisBoth Mate campaign committees,
in navy plants during the next 18
Mrs. 'Harkness Dies.
Isas.beets.ie command of.
consin, the petitfon of nine of the jur- Greek Army Well 'Supptied
--Foici months is given in the annual report
New Yorke-Mrs. Mary Warden which flied with Secretary of State E Cie, Third Regiment, K. N Ii
ors and some of the state's witnesses
wsis
' Tickets in Athens.
James
P. Lewis their statements under promoted to
of tear-Admiral Taylor, chief con- Harlenese, widow of Charles W. HarkMajor of the Staff of Ailjt.
was filed in the plea for executive
Copenhagen.- o Via London. o -- The stillgctor. Because
the
corrupt
practices
act,ness
showed
of
ef
shortage
the
the
Standard ti,k Company,
Gen. J. Tandy Ellis and as-ivies'
of
clemency. Dietz entered Waupon May Berlin Vossische Znitung iaes that
as
deficits, the Democratic committee a- Brigade
as skilled labor resulting from unpreCe- whose estate was appraised
Adjutant on the bonier, ewe
at $49,17, 1911.
soon as the announcement,of the en- dented- demands of
deficit
of
$3,333.97and
the-lterfu
bliran
reeding
566,1.95,
private
is
builders,
dead
Maj.
at
a
hospital
Frank
here,
K. Rash. of EarlOriginally Dietz was sentenced to tente blockade of Greece was made
the administration says "additional where she had undergone an opera- committee one of $1,314.10. The Dem- ington who resigned. Eugene
Waupon for life, but Gov. Francis E. Greece began making preparations
to new construction work must be under- tion. The appraisal of Mr. Harkness ocratic committee received $59,506.81 DowelfTrabue, of Louisville
'
, first classMcGovern cut the sentence to 20 years melt It. The Greek army, according
taken at the navy yards with great estate rated him as one of the wealth- and spent $62,840.78, and the Repub- sergeant in the field hospital, has been
on Dec. ?,O, 1914.
lican
committee received $50,981.01 commie:dowel
to this newspaper, is well supplied care and recognition
of the probabil- iest men in the United States. lie
First. Lientenant in the
and spent $52,295.11.
with arms and ammunition. Wood ity of delays."
Medical Corps, K7 N. G, and a,
left
his
widow
more
than
$12,000.00
0.
signed
LABOR MUST WIN WAR.
The Democratic committee's state- to the
tickets, it adds, were issued in Athena'
Second Regiment.
ment showed the following disburseon Sunday.
S. M. KENNARD DIES.
Twenty Million In New Orders,
James Thomas Describes, Asquith's
ments:
The paper says it understands that
Big Land Sale Is Void,
Toledo, 0.-Prnbably the biggest Stationery
Fall as Disagter.
and postage
$16.727.81
wireless communication between Tur- He Was Aide de Camp on
The sale of -240.10o acres tor
business
day's
ever
Staff of
done at an auto- 'or printing and advertising.
Londons-James
Henry Thomas, key and Greece has been re-establand in
13,442.57 Harlan
General Forrest,
mobile factory was made at a local For clerical and steographie
county for taxes was hele
Member of Parliament for Derby and
void
lished.
by the Court of Appeals.
St. Louts.-Samuel M. Kennard. institution when it closed contracts
help
the railway men's leader, described
The olecisien
7,890.00
was
For
headquart
rendered
ers'
head
of
expenses
large
a
with
thirty-eig
carpet
in
house,
ht distribufore in the
the case 'of C. C.
died
2,553.62
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Murray High Mal Hates.

ed by the
sociery—a-Tiule
absol
utely
tree.
Thankviving is past, in form
• .•••••
riot OM your
but ler us hope not in - realithy.
LANIER SONG—
i. y awl irI All
The aelioul s4urned Wetinetthty ! know you've heard-of- Sidney, npprttinItJ to
For holida,. ,,:ifts try the Wells afternoon but
make their home
Limier
met again promptstudy ettsy lop!
Jewelry Department.
ly atb:40 o'clock Monday morn.
Whose name we all revere: ,cf.4 IJivu
Don't forgut Santa at Johnson ing, Peen-tingly none the
theta the setae
Aral in his praise we raiso:this
worse:
111411,14w win pro& Broaeh's 5. Wand *X1-,!. store. fur havisg celebrated:
motion and 14114'11..1
song,
ao tin. lad having Ile
There are ho regrets-when you
That rings from out.our joyous
The
First District Educational
give her 'LigAsets' and Guth's
throng :
Assoc
iatio
n:was held in May.
candiys.
WEB
STE
In
Murr
R'S
ay High School.,
field Dec. the 1st and and. All
See the Murray Furriture & of the
2
NEW
INT
ERN
ATI
ONA
L
M. H. S. teachers, many
t
. Chorus—
ttikiertal.ing Cu. for coffins cam•
Dictionary hi 1144 hointwi Thi•
high school students and more
Lahier, Lanier._ Linter Society.
ers-ation iiiimiers with thud authorket• or rubes.
,
ity till kinds of puzzlinitiluestions
than a hundred 'teacheris—frum
Thre
e cheers for Murray nigh
in hbitory, it•••eaptfy, ItiogrupW
---Walk rmstatra And- S.We - d o the
county attended. They were
Schoo
l
sp1111111/, I onnnWcialion,?Torte,arta,
lar.— Wells Jewelry Department, royally
nt‘rt science*.
entertained and enjoyed
And Lanier Society.
Allen Building, upstai;s.
woes Voeabulary Terms. ree Page&
the line programs. Prof. M. C.
r Oft I II us t r Ions. (Adored NAP.
Come raise your voices to the
The ott•J, eletliotmry with Um 91•1404
A fink, casket can be bought at Cannon of the Mayfield
The type Matter Is (Nu ivalrnt to that
High
sky
the Murray Furniture & Under- School was elected
a 15-volume encyclopedia.
president of 4. MoreofSchotet
And
ly.
Accura
raise the banners high:
te.
Conven
taking Cu. for little money. See the next association to
lia4AutborluaUve than anyotherient,
be held
For
all
lists
our hearts arebeating
Dictionary.
them.
at Clinton, Ky., at the:usual
true,
RECULAIL
Cut glass, silverware, and all time.
AN!)
With
.
throb.of _loyalty to you'__.
INatta.
.kinds of jewelry- -will- make% —Thiat
PAPER
-Wediiiiasy iftirnoon the
Lanie
r
Society.
real gift. Try the Wells Jewel- M. H.
anurioNs.
S. basket balrboys.played
Kentucky Program for Dec.
WRITE for
"
ly Department.
.
r•t• n pane*
the basket ball team at Flint.
•••••:•:—
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GIFT SU,GGEStION S—F o r Our boys won a.regul
rsEr.,
ar walk.
Alvin it You LAtiao thJa
Piano Solo—Gwendoline ;Purthe holidays; Children's cloaks over, the first of
the season.
dom.
G. a C. IHIGGANI CO.,
and dresses: Ladies, Misses and This gives a more
hopeful out
$P5lNFI.LD, MASS.
Kentucky's Resoarces—Houston
Children's rain coats, make ap- look to our boys
and we hope
•. 1.
.
Curd.
priate gifts.- 0. T. Hale & Co. their success will
continue. A
Poem "In Kentucky"-_-__Obera
i large crowd of the fair ones
'five best ones among
the
boys
A NEW SHIPMENT OF
Neils
.
flp4
A TEXAS WONDest
1were present and-- perhaps that-and the -five - best
9n11,e
=an
ICS JUST RECEIVED—
y's Living Statement--John
; was the secret of their success. gies• The ten
boys and girls
We have just received some of The Texas Wonder cures
muss
One'efficient way to remove ;i Murray Players -Joe Waters, will then meet at the appointed Sheldon.
the
prettiest models in plain ve- sack bladder troubles, dissolves gray-,
"Old Kentucky
Home"—
nasal catarrh is to treat its cause
Raymond Tolly, Tipton Wilcox, place at the appoi
nted time and Chorus.
lour cloaks, that we have shown 14--"'"-414614
which in most cAs.-s is physical i Barber Palmer, Fred
'
41
"
-• irPak-allit lame
Sherman, deliver their oration.
Three
this
season. Colors: Navy. back*, rheumatisin, and irregulariweakness. The system needs l Uva Byrd.
Educa
Ky's
tiona
Stan
l
ding
—
Hon of the kid neys and bladder
Coach—John Shel- other judges, also elected outin
more oil and easily digested ton.
Brown and Black. Specially pri- both
Artie ‘Vhistle.
men and women. Regulates
!
s
e
I
side the Purchase will judge
-food, and you eliould
ced
at
$12.5
0,
$16.5
$18.5
0,
0.— bladder troubles In children. If not
Ky's Living Writer—Marya spoonful of
The schools of the ten leading them and the boy and girl gett- leona Bishop.
O. T. Hale & Co.
sold I•2: your Aruggist, will be .seut
cities of the Jackson Purchase- ing the best grade will each reby man on ifteelpt
$I MO.- One
Review offs Kentucky Story—
Buy Red Cross Christmas small bottle Is two of
have agreed to organize "The ceive a medal. Fifty percent Donnye Clopton.
months' treat-kot-nt, and seldom falls to perfec
,
t a
Jackson Purchase Oratorical will be counted on composition
'Seals from the club women cure.
Lanier Song.
Send for- sworn testimonials.
,
and
fifty
on
the
Association." The purpose of
. Mur-'—
Dr. E. W. Hall, 2926 Olive street,
of this city.
BARGAINS1INISHOE
S—Just
this
tesisaa
assoc
ssnoncuiatio
i
n is to fit
t. Louis. M. sold by druggist*.
holdt cotz oranylyisa exypaecntdedgi ioto
girl enter, but think of it, bargains in SHOES. Alma Zada and
Boquet
.
held in Mayfield in March. to bring back at least
one of the Sounds strange, doesn't it?—but Jeanice, thilet articles'are the DRESSES—Here are so me
delivryMuLSION
..
after each meal to enrich your Both girls
ente
we have them. If you want to finest made'in America, at the dress bargains that come just at
r;me
d
and boys may
blood and helo heal the sensiright time for holiday shoppers.
save
money on your shoe pur. Rexall Store.
tive membranes with its pure the contest--girls against girls: The Lanier
society was chases, either from our regular
Silk
poplins and serge dreses, all
and boys against boys. The; prevented from givin
oil-food properties.
g it's usual stock, or frem our bargain coun- Our "Box Bountiful" and our good colors: in the :lot: value
s
The results of this Scott's orations must be original. Each interesting prograrillast Friday tera
of ladies, misses and chil- "Chocolate Covered Nuts" Nun- $6 50 and $7.50.11specially priced
Emulsion treatment will school of the association may ; on account of
the holiday. But d ns light, and medium weight nally's—are something fine.—H. at $4.50 and $5.50.'S
surprise those who have used
ome taffeta
enter one boy and one girl. - A the public is cordi
P. Wear.
ally invited shoes. --O. T. Hale & Co.
and messaline. dresses $10 and
irritating snuffs and vapors.
1
set
of
three
judge
s,
chose
n out- to ccme out next Friday after- If it's a coffin, caske
•
t or robe, File selection of rings and la- $1250 values, sRecially pried at
side of the Purchase, will grade ; noon and enjoy an
entettaining see our immense stock.—Murray valiere rt_the
Wel14_4ewelry_ De- $7.50 and $9.-0. T. Rale & Co.
the manuscripts and select the sub-Chautaugua prog
ram render- Furniture & Undertaking Co.
partment. Allen Bldg., upstairs. See Wells
and you'll see well.
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Hood,Fain & Hood
Lumber Company
-Located at the Old D. W. Dick
Stand, Near Rowlett's Factory

tha,

All Kinds of Building Material, Lumber
Builders' Hardware, Paints, Oils, Etc.

We Believe we Can Save You Money.
We Know we will Treat You Square.

wet,

u11.,
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Getthe Genuine SCOTT'S

'loom*viivit*imangivsfarsvgiiontlirmiirivest***OrvsEeviirafiva
stc
Are You Bothered About the High
Cost of Living?

•

If so, Why Not Use Good Judgment and let Your
Chrtstmas Giving be of Real Value?

a

Give presents that your family and friends will appreciate, and at the same tim
e give something they
are going to need and will have to have.
•

Could You Give Mother Anything She Would Appreciate More
Than
A nice pair of Shoes, we have them from $1.50_ to $6.50
.
A nice pair of House Slippers, from $1.00 to $2.00
.
A nice small Rug, from $2.25 to $3.50.
A nice room rize Rug, from $12.50 to $22.50.
A nice Shirt Waist, from 50c to $3.50.
-A nice pair of Hose, from 15c to $1 50.
A nice pair of Blankets, priced up to $6.00 icFr pair.
Union Suits, from 60c up to $1.00.
•
A nice Umbrella. from 75c up to $5.00.
A nice pair of Kid Gloves, in black or colors, $1.50.
A-nice wool Dress Pattern, from -50c to $100 per
yard.
A nice silk Dre „
from 50c to $1.75 peryard.
Table 'Alien, from 39c to $1.00 per yard.

•

•

tic

A Few of the Many Good Things You Could Give the
Girls or Little Misses:
Shoes from 50c to $1.00 the pair. Knit Scarfs, Knit Caps and
Scarfs to match.
Knit Suits, Knit Caps, House Slippers, Silk Hose, all colors, Cotto
n Hose.
Silk Handkerchiefs in Christmas boxes. Silk Handkerchiefs in
bundles.
Gosaard Corsets, the, lace in front. Gossard Brassiers. American
Lady Corsets.
Kid Gloves, black and colors. Rain Coats. Silk Shirt Waists.
Silk Shirt Waist Pattern& Coat Sweaters.
Large Broadcloth Collars. Large Organdi.Collarr. Teddy Bear Suits
.

4

:1

These are only a few of the many good things that you
can find here. And not a thing listed that you are not going
to have to buy sooner or later.
Why not let this be your Christmas giving, and in this way
cut down your high cost of living? You know we guarante
e our prices to not only be as low, but
lower thin.;iny house in Murray on the same class
of goods. After buying goods'of us if you do not find this stat
ement true, bring the goods 'back and get
y_our monff,-. Now that guarantee is as strong as we
know how to-put it. Now just try us out and see if we dont
live-up to.it. Don't Forget the Place.

1
'

:WADLINGTON & COMPANY, Murray, -Kentucky
The House That Keeps the Quality Up.
4.

The House That Keeps the Prices Down.
••

Notice: - Beginning December 16 our stote-34-be
opetc-untit9 -o'clock every night until December 2-5.
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Amy MassIngale was on the porch might happen. Bet nothing bappeneit.
ORGANIZATION
DISSOLVE
—waiting for him as he fully believed Dissipation of the western
variety eeluntil her grueling auMcienUY Waved dum Milks below the levet of a
certain
Id.
her eurpren) *I seeing him.
rude gallantry, qulek to recognize the
Tristate Vehlele Dealers To SOH
"You, Victor?" she said, diming good and pure in wotastatind.
InstantSeparate Stale Bodies.
quickly to meet him. "Murray Cris- ly a hush fell upon the place.
The
Ni' •
low said you had gone. down to the quartets at the card tables held
their
Louptille. )(y.—By tote t/f the
Buckskin (-Amps and wouldn't he back handa, and a group of men
bled
halo
*Wit
drinking at
erutive Committee,
'Crenate.
for two or three thine'
.1 the bar put down their glasses. One. a
two-days. peenion here, the
"I changed my mind and Came back. Tri'.Circ' cowboy with his back turned, DIRECTORS OF STATE MISSION
Dealers' AssnItupti.ment
Vehicle and
How is Steve this evenings"
lot slip an oath, anti in a single iwift
BOARD FAVOR RECOMMENDAelation, which mire membered
-lie is tpiltit comfortitble. more com- motion his nearest comrade garroted
dieselted. The die.
Ilt"nbyre, will
TION OF COMMITTEE.
fortable than ho hits been at all glutei him with a hairy arms strunglitig
bl
le due ta
organization
the
him
solution of
Choir Satbeer's fees
the wound began to heal. I have been to silence.
--industry.
the autotntiallo
reading him to eles.p, and -when the
pritt11.4 of'
As If guided by the same unerring
Miele great Inroads on the
ralpie.aiussampummatutsisassIMINoseireassess
niaht nurse came 1 rail down to get a instinct Vihich had made her
The oreintratkiii W.14
(amuse
Indians
breath of fresh air in the open."
- •
Haley's out of the dozen similar hells.
eotoposed of dealere In tiltie,
SYNOPSIS.
made the admission and regretted it in
aino, you didn't come down for that _
reeeni_ssieeelt
and Kentucky. The renimittee
Lasimuuei this came breath.. reason," Brouillard amended gravely
‘I
se
a
mem
lereuillant. third •nioneer of the Niquotraiv "You've borrowed to Meet these "You came to meet nierPlats he To Appoint Head In Each
urgenizationa eleeting. are 10 be tele
katrittien &niteneett
Weider Certs inn," queried
Division To Better Effect
the president, - took-11M V!" she asked. "What makes
rvirom.
-*rig I ten. yap aims the reclamation w. rk
on January le. warn Thit plan
ile MIS Curterright.i.arganiace-ii-oonsPang - her up tturekly. "That won't doe Mr you think that!"
Go-operation.
Siettted will he i•arriedand ebtains auvernmstit contracts t.. Jur'1 know what happened," said Proplash power and material. Viers Massin- Massingale; that won't do at all. Wo
___—• ______.
• threaterut to start a gold rush if can't afford to lose an old customer itiate!, speaking as soberly as if he
Western Newspaper Vnion News Service.
rouillard does sot use his smitten,. to_ that
NEW LAW IS VACATING OFFICES.
way. What's the matter with our were stating a nnithetnatical certainty.
ng• railroad branch to the
thus
Louisville, Ky. 'rt.. Board of Diopening an easy tuarket for the "Little money a Doesn't It look good to you "You left that room upetairs and came
rectors of the Belittle State Hoard of
nieeting of
Pubin' mine pre.
iirouinard tells Amy an,mere...
vr
Central City, 10
to me. I didn't see you, but I heard
al,a•ingale of hie need for money In pee
alissions, while in piegelott here, unanreFletcher
S.
J.
here
council
the 4 ity
or hlm dead father's debt.. Mho tells him
atassingaie stammered out some- you as plainly as I can hear you now.
imously adopted the budget finale lal
to ia true to himself. lie devtiles for the thing
pule e unit J.
qf
chief
signed
as
about
Cutler
You
Hardwiek's
spoke
Perto
me and called me by
plan, worked out by a special commits
ealeosion. Mir:molts. the city of numWilliams, formerly night polieernan,
bered days, bovine. Vorteright persuades emptory demand of a few hours earlier, name."
designated by the. board Septette
Brouillard to bocome ci•nsulting engineer but he was not permitted
elms led to fill the vaiane) PrYellt
was
She shook her head, laughing lightly.
to finish.
ber a. tinder the Plan the Mate will
Of the power company in retUlli
was elected to succeed Mr.
Wilcox
Ur COUrSP. that la _all right frOm
OM stock Stoppage of work on the rail"You have been overwrought about
hi' divided into five' dietricts, with an
road threatens a- panic. Brouilisird spreads _Hardwick's point
as night policeman. CoenWilliams
of_ View. Ha. was aomathing or maybe +au -are-luta plain
evanireiiet
*error-err in -retorter- ettrier itasetinrabo vary oratemerreirollt in•
If. McLean arSO reelirnedl
tho
eirmiin
J.
ane stasis a goid rizei. merely looking out for the matinang tired."
Tec h division, at en anal
salary. Of
nu
effective
whieh pi-Ionises to atop the reclamation paper. How much more time will
;Of the anti-pass law,
"You are strInding me` off," he deyou
02110 to $1.a00 each
It will le. tie)
jprotect. Amy tell* Brouillard that her
he being agent for thm
January
father is In Cortwrighvg neani.iiii need to enable you to get returns from clared. "You are in trouble of some
duty of each of these secretaries to
cluteiws. lie tells her he has made tio).- your shipments? Sixty days' All sort, and
Louisville te -Nitslisille Railroad en.
you are erylug to bide it from
seCure better co-operation between (ho
410a n
hie love. She *loves
this place. 'I. W. tionsinger was
at.
but
that he has Weenie demor- right. ybu needn't make out new notes; me."
district asseciations,
Sunday
gifted. A real gold find is made. Biotin- I'll ire:toren the extension on the, back
electeil to fill out the uneepired teem.
"No,
not
exactly trouble; only •lit'
schools and the State Board of Mislard sells his stork but does not pay his
father's debts. Cortwright's son shoots of these, and I'll undertake to get tie worry."
skins.
Dave Massingale. Brouillard threatens Cortwrighes approval myself. Noe not
"All right, call it worry' if you like
Under the budget system all conlri FARMERS pROSPER IN CANADA.
Cortwright with exposure If he pushes
31assingale to thp wall The magnate a word, Mr. Slasmingale. As long as and share it with me. What is it?'
betimes will be sent to Rev. Dr. W. D.
promises to give the old man a free fi..1d. you're borrowing, you must be loyal
Ky.--Dativille citizens are
"I think you know without being
Powell. of Louisville, corresponding
Stories of the dam's abandonment revive.
_Foreclosure on tee "Little &man" Is im- and, borrow .ef us. Good afternoon. told. I am Wald we have fin
cretary anti treasurer, and will be farming extensively in tie. Proviuier of
pending and Brouillard loans Dave MPS- Como again when we can help you the 'Little Susan.' That is one of the
prorated among the foreign, home and Alberta, Canada, C. p. Cecil, who'owns
Ongate his $100,000 to clear Wm.
out.'
state Bibtititin,4,„ 4,1113_,KAgatu,ky_ 44,144441_ muck jArnt land in ihaeseglon_ just
worries and_tile otherrre_heen trying
%%%%%%%Wevesiffe%PielsWAP -Pavia Maesingsle Dirtied —away, to call silly., / don't know what has
Children's Home and held work, as made a hilline with a lifty-one bushel
dazed and confused beyond the power become of ftliber—as
well as current 'expense's. It was de- per at•rie wheat yield. Thotrfiot Lanier,
ho weren't old
Old Man Masseigale is loath
of speech. When the mists of-astound- enough to go and come vrithout Milan
titbit) to leave to the Itudgeallan Cona formerly of this.county, has raised 30.to put himself under financial
"Wa—Ait—Gettei—L-Itti• Ellirti
meat cleared he found himself in the me every move lie' makes!"
matgat the appointment of an Assist- 600 bit:deem of wheat—iiTrii thousanirs
obligaeons that will Involve
Gone."
street
with
the
thick
"Your
of
turtjlecretary
wad
bank
father
isn't
to Rev. Dr. Powell, bte of bushels of other gain on his Canaat
home?"
gasped
Amy's marriage. Do you think
notes still in his pocket. Suddenly, Brouillard.
Amy Massingale led Brouillard swiftly cattle- of the additional work entailed dian land. J. S. Van Whittle, another
that Brouillard will trick the fa•
out of the limbo into which two ygirs
Boyle conitty man, has a fine yeld.
"No; he hasn't been here since nine to the green baize doors at the roar by the budget plan.
ther and salve his conscience
of
laborious
discipline
o'clock
self-denial
and
this
morning.
of
bar•room.
the
Murray
At
touch
her
the
Grislow
with the saying, "Allas fair In
had, pushed it stalked the demon of .saw him going into the Metropole swinging doors gave inward, and her
love and war?"
PROSECUTING ATTORNEY SHOT.
COMMISSIONER OURHIAM OUSTED.
the ruling passion, mighty, overpower- about one o'clock, but nobody that I goal was reached.
•
ing unconquerable. The familiar have been able to reach by phone
Three faro games, each With ltit InOuffaker.
.
street sights danced before alas- seems to have seen him after that."
laid table, its impassive dealeeereles Let Out Because He is No.Longer
shot
was
commonwealth
atterrear,
's
CHAPTER X%/1—Continued.
Resldent in District.
singale's eyes, and there was a drum"I can bring the record down to two armed "lookout," and its ring of silent
and serheislyewoinided as he was lftvming in his ears like the fall of many o'clock." was the quick reply. "Ile ate players, lay beyond the baize doors. At
ing his offlee in the Jefferson conntf
"There's one thing—and I've got to waters. . But above
Ilopkinsvilee, Ky.-1)r, WI. Va. Durthe clamor rose with me at Bongrasa and afterward I the nearest of the tables there was a
court house_ His assailant, it is alspit it out before it's everlastingly too the insistent voice
of the tempter, and wanted with him as far as the bank. stir, and the dealer stopped running ham wa4 rerNved as a member of the leged. was Edward
J. Weidekamp, .1%
late. See here, Victor Brsuillatd—Amy the voice was at once a command
and And I can cure part of the first worry the cards. Somebody said, "Let him Christian County Road Commission who had sought his aid lu rearessink
likes you—thinks a heap of you; a an entreaty, a gaming
by
the
Plaeal
Court because be left- The
hunger and a —all of it, in fact; he had the money get out." and then an old man, bearda grievance. (Inc bullet entered lite
plumb blind man could see that. But parching thirst.
to take up the Cortwright notes, and ed. white-haired, wild-eyed, and hat Era district, in which he resided,'to linffaker's right eye.
say, that little girl o' mine has just
make
his
home
at
the
Western
Ken"By gash! I'd like to try that old when I left him he was on his way to gard
almost
beyond
recognition,
natchurly got to havel tree hand when system o' mine jest
one more time!" Hardwick's window to do R."
pushed his chair away from the table tucky Hospital for the Insane. Ile
It comes to pairin' up. and s e won't he muttered.
"All it takes is money
"He had the money?- Where did he and stumbled to his feet, his hands was recently appointed second assistnever have if she finds out a
t this. enough to feller it up and stay. And get It"
clutching the air like those of•swim- ant physician at the institution. Two
KENTUCKY BREVITIES
You ain't allowin to use it n her, I've got the
petitions, both numerously signed,
money. Besides. didn't
Brouillard put his back against a mer sinking for the last time.
Victor"
were presented to the court. One re• Benillard say I was to get an exten- porch post, a change of position which
With a low cry the girl darted acress
Lancaster, Ky. -The Rev. R. L. ShirBrouillard laughed.
sion if I could."'
kept the light of the street electric the intervening space to clasp the stag- quested his removal and the other that
ley, of Louisville, has :been called to
he
be
retained.
Dr.
Durham
"I'll make a hedging bet an break
was
repHe grabbed at his coat to be sure from shining squarely upon his face. gering old man in her arms and draw
resented by four lawyere and put up a the pastorate of the Lanciester Baptist
even with you, Mr. Massin
e." he that the packet was still there, took
"It has been another of the get-rich- him away. Brouillard stood aside as
stiff fight to hold the place, lie was church.
said. "That check is drawn to my or- two steps toward the bank, stopped. quick days in Mirapolis."
came
slowly
they
toward the doors
he said
der. and I have indorsed It.
t me turned as if in the grasp of an invisible evasively. "Somebody told me that the which he wag holding open for them, removed by a party vote.
'
have it again and I'll get the c sh for but irresistible captor, And moved corner opposite
Ky.—Many farmere fear
Poodles' was bought lie saw the distorted face-mask of a
they will lose their Meat is the result
you. In that way only the two of us away, like a man walking in his sleep, and sold three times
soul
torment
heard
and
in
mumthe
within a eingle
CROPS MAKING GROWERS RIGH, of the continued warm weather. Huns
need know anything about the trans- toward he lower avenue.
hour and timg._elLeltAiline.the Drive wait bling__ repetition of the deepelring
-a hogs were itieid- aering tne
action; and if I promise to keep the
It was We doorway of HiTey's place. doubled."
words, "It's all gone, little girl; It's all Tobacco Selling for
Prices TKat.Were cold skit in November.
secret from Miss Amy, you must prom- the Monte Carlo of the Niquoia, that
"And you are trying to tell mo that gone!" and then he removed himself
Never Before Paid::
ise to keep it from Mr. J. Wesley Cori- finally halted him. Here the struggle father made a hundred
thousand. doi- quickly beyond the range of the star.
wright. Will you saw it off with me wet so fierce that the bartender, who lars just in those
Somerset. Ky.—T. V. Ferrell, elected
few hours by buying Mg. unseeing eyes.
Owensboro. Ky.—Cliver the 'five loosethat way'—until you've made the turn knew him, named it sickness and led and selling Mirapolis lots?
chairman of the Pulaski county HemFor in the lightning flash of reveal- leaf floors in Owentrboro
You don't
inaone
day
on the ore sales?"
the stricken one to a card table in the know him, Victor. Ile is totally lack• ment he realized that once again the
°crane committee, said that he was
L.
David Massingale shook hands on it public bar-room and fetched him a ing the trading gift. He has often said good he would have done had turned there_was sold 61.09.360 pounds of to- elected by his friends and
that lie
bacco at a general a. erage of ta.56,
with more gratitude, colored this time drink. A single swallow of whisky that he couldn't stand on•street cor- to hideous evil in the doing, and that
the highest ever-pael for tobacco in would aserve no.faction.
with a hearty imprecation. "Dad burn- -fur:nod—the scale.- Massingale rotes. ner and sell twenty:di:Afar gold pieces this time the sword thrust of the blind
the history of Owensboro. The farm'
—7—
you, Victor Beuillard, you're a niaste tossed a coin to the bar, and passed at nineteen dollars - apiece—nobody passion Impulse had gone straight to
en of the Green River section were
Danville. KyeeS. R. Wilder, a
ever' single mill-run of you!" he burst . quickly to the rear, where a pair of would buy of him."
the heart of love itself.
paid E.S.241.3:4. It is the opinion of wealthy farmer residing five miles
out. But Brouillard shook his head baize doors opened silently and en"Nevertheless, I am telling you that
buyers and warehousemen 'that the south of Danville, wits • alight in
a
CHAPTER
gravely.
gulfed him.
XVIII,
he had the money to tako up those
cotnnionest part of the crop is being large hemp maehine and one
ethic
"No, Mr. Massingale. I'm the little
notes." Brouillard insisted. "I saw it
brought to the market. A groat amount arms, was almost cat 07.
yellow dog you mentioned a eileile
in h,is hands,"
of the weed has been wat•.red. resultCHAPTER XVII.1
1
The Setting of the Ebb
back," he asserted, and then he went
She stood fairly in the beam of the
ing in a cut in priees. Trash contin11..mierson, Ky —Fire destroyed tee
to get the money.
The Abyss
street light. The violet eyes wert
ued to sell at and above fa. the bidding eerie- ef W. As. m'itliatus. Jr . on
Jere
Contrary to the most sanguine ex- for this
Left alone in the small retiring room
grade being at all times lively. ferson street. Williams. wife and
misty, and in the low voice there was
two
pectations of the speculators—con- The
of the bank where the business had .
a note of deeper trouble.
top price for Pryor leaf was small
escaped in thieg night
--been transacted, David Massingale
"You say etiiistaviestbe money in fa- trarereperhaps, even to those of Mr: S. $20.25.
It was at early eandle-lighting In
rsilies just as ttie'reitif was.
faMig. •
the evening of the day of renewed and ther's hands; tell me, Victor, did you Weslee Cortwright—the upward surge
in
Mirapolis
values,
following
the
visit
unbridled .speculation in Mirapolis see him pay it into the bank?"
Nee Castle', Ky. -Desperate
efforts
of tho "distinguished citizens." proved BOYCOTT DISPLEASES FARMERS.
"front feet" that flaouillard, riding the
"Why, no; not the anal detail. But.
elle the town*tire departineet seved the
T
piebald range pony on which be had as I say, when I left him he was on his to be more than a tidal ware; it was Louisville Food Price
St.
(111111 from 4e-strict:on
Fight Develops'
by
a series of them. Day after day the
been makink - an inspection round of way to Hardwick's window." tire when flames ate-tee-en.
• New Difficulty.
elehan
'curb"
markets
were
reopened,
with
the nearer Buckskin ditchers' camps,
bros.' garage.
Again she turned away. but this time prices
of Stn.o00.
mounting skyward; and when
topped the hill in the new, high-pitched It was to dart into the house. 41 minLouisville, Ky.—A nr4e phase of the
the
of
news
bow
fortunes
could
be
road over the Chigringo shoulder and ute later she had rejoined him. and the
Danville, Ky. Charles Reed. "the
made in a day in the Miracle city of food boycott question has developea
loOkedadewn upon the valley eletetries. minute had Sufficed for the donning of
Main boy o( the Bluegrass." has
a
Lere.
As
result
of
the
local
boycott
!Ilyathe
Niquoia
abroad
got
in
the
press
dis- Brouillard let the pony set its own a coat and the pinning on of the quaint
i.t. rioiody disapeeareil from'
leinie. and
patches there was a fresh influx of mai on butter and eggs., which is fostered
pace on the,down-In.:Ilan to the flaish. cowboy riding hat.
!all efforts. of his parents and
by tho.
StIlfrap Aeeovitarion.
the ()Mmoney hunters from the East.
I s ere to locate' him hate liven
freshened himself at his rooma in the
"I must go and find him." rho said
in vain.
.
Now. if never before, the croaker 'atecal merchants are fai ins ihe probaNiquoia building,
il:ced
is
- wentto, the with quiet resolution. "Will you go was wrathfully
14 ,y. are olit
is
shouted down and sa bility of a retaliatory ban by Kentueky
_Metropoie
to eat his dinner with Mur- with nie. Victor? Perhaps that
—see
why lenced_ No one admitted, or seemed te farmers against all ptoducts manufacI
•14. aaa- Gaislova Ike 11111.5-a-vis. The hues I—the subconscious
es
1—called you a-lit- admit, the possible impermanence
leile balna KY-estaseere-la.•Sleet;
tured in -or offereu for sale_ titeonyh
of
zing throngs in the Metropole cafe and tle while ago. _Let's not wait for the
L.
.a
N.
tea crap'. opereber
this city. ,This is the warning brought
the city.
ilea', was
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lobby-annoyed him, and everaGrisiew's Qtiadjenat car. I'd rather walk, and
Lespelialey . fettay iejoral wnen
here
Geoffrey
by
Morgan,
United
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To the observer, anxious or casual,
- Paaeenger Train No. 4,
sarcasm as applied te the day's we'll save time."
beetle tor.Clu; quiet
there appeared to be reasonable States agricultural expert, in care.. , Aime
e
bubble-blowing foiled- to caear the air.
ran,
'I'm
From the moment of outsetting the grounds for the
,
n.
of
an aloe 'reek ,.n.
counts agricultural :went:: in Kenoptimistic assertion, It
•
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At the club there was the same atmoswoman's purpose seemed clear- was an indubitable
tucky. %be says that the sentiment whi•Erhe was rating, The ungeie of.
fact.
that
Bromia
the tru. k went 414.ti eft the
phere of uareet; an exacerbating over- ly defined. By the shortest way she
lard's force had been cut down, first to among the 'farmers is bitter against
teasing.
charge of the suppressed activities im- indicated the course -rd the avenue,
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'
one-half, and titer to barely enough 1.0111SVine on acreant of the (*tee ott.
Se
patiently waiting'for another day of and at the Mensepele corner she turned
carlbee, Ks,--A report af
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ital at..
•
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excitement and opportunity. Corner unhesitatingle• to the northward—to•
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moving and to add fresh layers of con- SPECIAL
jest made
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URGED. tliar_Viris.sholgr a --big
lots and the astounding prices they ward the region of degradation.
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crete to the huge wall of sufficient
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eolith _rate- Thiedenth rate
had commanded falled the air in the ,• As was to be (expected-after the day
a few years
quantities to prevent the material—is Louisville Board—of Trade itequest Is ego
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lounge, the billiard room and the buf- of frantic speculationand quick money
its thee eiiimly rsn.
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technical phrase--frem "dying." The
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Sent To Governof.
fet, and after a few minutes Brouillard changing, the lower.avenue was ablaze
"requently as high 'as eSe.
Navajos had been sent home to their
For the
past year teere have
turned has back on the hubbub and with- light, the sejewnlks were passes.
been only 13.)
reservation, the tepees were gone, and
Louisville. Ky.—Taking the position
soeglit the quiet of the darkened builds of peril, and the saloons and dives
two-thirds of. the camp shaoN. v.ere that the UM quesiitbanasboad be consid- ,
,ng on the opposite side of the street. were reaping a rich hervest. Lucklase
empty.
ered at especial seseentsof the legis-You Borrowed to Meet These Notes?"
He was alone in his office on the Brouillard was well known, and his
teetioe Es- In the.
Past these material facts it .aeue lature and not at a reenter session,
CliNttit route
sixth floor and was trying; half abeent- position as chief of the great army of
took the sheaf ef bank notes from his
known to everybody in the .frenzied when it would be interfered with by ' here Albert Borders and Alice, Alditaw
pocket with trembling hands, fondling ly, to submerge himself in ,a sea of government workmen Turrhased Penes-- Airaiket. Were that liroTilllard himself other questions, dire, tors of the Louis- . ut‘ro tined V.I'7o) eich upen
desk work when as distinctly as it she thing like Immaniti For ternsiaf and
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It as a Miser might. Twice the old
was, according to his means, one of ville Board -of Trade'adopted iesole- or maintaining. a J1'14$411::r‘.. ntlrOVIII,
were present and at his elbow, he his companion. But more than once he
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CALOMEL IS MERCURY, II SICKENS! *ROAD • !VOTERS WERE WISE
STOP USING SALIVATING DRUG BUILDING
MAJORITY SAW FALLACY
OF TAR.
IFF "ARGUMENTS."

Don't Lose a Day's Work! If Your Liver Is Slugg
ish or Bowels
Constipated Take "Dodson's Liver Tone."—I
t's Fine!

Republican

You're bilious' Your liver is slug
sluggish liver better than a dose
of
glib! You feel hey, dizzy and all
nasty calomel and that it. won't
make
knocked QUA. Your head is dull, your
jou sick.
tongue is coated; breath bad; stomach
sr- sour and beech; consti
Dodson's Liver Tone Is real
pated. But don't
liver
medicine. You'll know it
taker salivating calomel. It makes
nest mornyou
ing
because you will wake up feeling
Sick, you may lose a day's work.
flee, your liver will be working,
Calomel Is mercury ..or imigk
your
ellvar
sadaettlr and distilitiaa gone,
necrosis of the bones.
yoar
Calomel crashes into sour
stomach will be sweet ad your
bile like
bowels
dynamite, breaking it up That'
s when regular. Tot- will feel )Ike working;
you feel that &whit 111111111ot and
cramp- you'll be cheerful; full of vigor and
ing.
ambition.
If you want to enjoy the nicest,
Dodson's Liver Tone
genis entirely
tlest liver and bowel
cleansing you vegetable, therefore harmless and
canever experienced just take a spoon
ful not salivate Give it to your children!
of harmless Dodson's Liver Tone.
Your Millions of people are using Dodso
n's
druggist or dealer sells you a 60cent Liver Tone instead of dange
rous calbottle of Dodson's Liver Tone
under omel now, Your druggist
will tell yoe
my personal money-back guarantee
that the sale of calomel is
almost
that each spoonful will clean
your stopped entirely
here.-Adv.

Attempt

to-. Stampede

Worker
rs by False statements litPOOR ROADS DURING WINTER.the Effect of the Underwood
• - Law Met Deserved Failure.
Bad Condition In Majoelly of
Cases
Due to Improper DrainageThe attempt tif the Itepubliciin
Description of Log Drag.
lend
eno tee make iii.. tariff a priiiiiiiieut us eel
effective
besue cause la
The almost impiesainiles
-otISO evidetene
dirt roads during the %Inter eon 'win
thereg suit of the
election that their urine
montha
in a majority of casem due
15) impreper druintige. If the
Lead
surface
I:stnalitritmmt
t
t
ife
of the rood were.
iu
thatWilgd
il
leveled by gralthey were saying about the
lag and the. ditches properly opeued up,
effect id
the Unilerweeel tiiriff law durin
then Ow riaids drugged often enough
g the
to keep the ruts HM I horse tracks tennueintlis inineediutely precemillig the
wur Wits untrue, and the Bound
Judi:Wien and the surface level, the water
thinkitig Ine11 that their pre*elan drain off and the road eieuld be merit
elictiens
'devastating flood" of immuch nb-rttes, writes 11 R. Milligan of
Lawrence cieutitinItn. hisn'armerne Re- ported Eurieseiti goods I llllliediately
sifter the seer were :demure!.
view. The water whish uccuntillatem
Theme. wbei rend the. IllbSertlIdi
upon the. surface of u road tbatlestiet•
Is the first tee menthe
of the tinder:
.
level mei is itiqiroperiy &Wawa must,
-weed law tins eritortflinis Were:ate."
Veinal/le Farm Implernent:
k lint-wider 'witting system for a 'Mafia Until it evaporutem
ef
or
soaks
Into imported einnufneture
,tfe
NM;
deem the eche-room !muse will nest about
si. peels domed
tn-'75 the soil. "The part 'ehich soaks into factor
work if is plow, (lis. hnrreow and roller
ies
here_ and ileterlveet workmen
$300.
the mill eutmes It to become soft and in
in a eitigh• trip over a Mein.
employment could . twee-ruin freein
miry. Like a million other wom(Its'
reports that Imports of such
The Quinine That Does Not Affect
One woman says: "My
It
n -very- good plan to drais dirt goods
Hain
incense of it. undo •nd laustl•• effoctThe
Contraries.
en, you can serve coffee that husband
were actually less
Legall
geese
y,
ten
Brow,.
reads
used to swallow his
Oulnin
let
least
n can to. taken by anyone without
mice
each
week
durin
"I've. got it In fur Smith."
g
cau•Ing Dervon•nc•• or ring/no In lbw boad Thera
he would give most anything coffe
thiin In thee ..eirrelhig
the winter months and oftener if nee (1
e
and
Is only olio -Wool" OuloIns." a. W. oituV
hurry off. Now we
"Yes, I !tenni you %sere out With sigrost
this of the preceilliig year, miner
to have—coffee which start
uni is on rub bug. WA.
en. I think it would be well for farms
have Arbuckles' and you'd
hint"
the Republicsin tariff law.
the day "Tight" for all.
Thus u
erm living en dirt reads to enter Into•
think it was Sunday the way
Part of the argument wits wrecked.
For reaching files on ceilings there
nitreeinent by -width each 1111141,11to Mrhelingers over his breakfast."
We don't iduniee wane men for refit's- loss li."4.-itifivs-tried a
Bugle's predieted thnt anthe end
Everyone loves
linighatielled swat- tirug the roads
th
e
rieh__
along land 'farmed by of the
!Init_ta take their own Darken
-war the "milleetim of errittierw"
ter. 4/perateel- isy t tqtrhig.
flavo
r
of
Arbuckles' Coffee.
him owe, vetch week, or netter still
Until yourbuckles'
would imp front the trenches to _the
Of all the coffees in America you will
visitJamieseausepenting- fie rteerteto
never know what
-drag farterIes4tiere to produce. "with
today, it is by far the most a diffe
mostthe rends et:peeing their farms. Dur- ly
rence good coffee can
increukeell 1.1114.1igicy," net wily
popular I
all
ing the spring menthe the drag is the the
make in your home.
goods neseleil' at lenses but also
best as well am the cheapest tool to be a great
.wlil
ch
_surtf
lun
had for. assisting art roads to become "dum
-Today there are Whole towns
ped" in our market, melees is'
It
where Arbuckles'
dry and solid.
should be harreet out by
is practically the only coffee used. In
new highone State,
There are many different typo; of proteetive
tariff. But intelligent fuel
alone
, in a year,four pounds of Arbuckles'
road drugs on the market, but most of thoug
Coffee
Week and unhealthy kidneys cause
htful voter's, knowing whin the
so
A Trial Will Convince Anyone.
was mice. for every man, woma
much sickness and suffering and when
these are rather expensive for the ..frect cif
n and child in the
ow
war
beesi,
has
fount!
ths
i
Thousands of people have testified farmer to keep for his
through neglect or other causes, kidney
State—four times as many pounds of coffe
.own usv. A forecast an absurd one. Anti they
e as the
trouble Is permitted to continue,
we-re
that the mild and immediate effect of drag that-will do) the
Population ofthe State! Arbur,klaRros.,New York.
serious
work
pructi
confi
cally
ned
in
their opiniou by m ute& etaresults WIRY be expected.
Swamp-Root, the great kidney. liver 'Ind aa
aanney--of these -mny be made rent- teettninfinn
There has been plenty
Your othenorsens may need attention ...- bladder remedy, is soon realized and that by u small :mount en
labor and slight of. evidence that the "stores"
it
stands
the highest for its remarkable cost
but your kidneys should have attent
of goods
ion
OS ft/ROWS: Take a log of any do not exist, that stock
results in the most distressing case,.
(trot because their work Is most impor
s are exiinusted,
Discouraging.
tant.
hurd wood (white oak prefer
and
Modern Child.
that
sifter the war the belligerent
red). 6
"What did pour geverseir think of
If you feel that your kidneys
Symptometif 'Kidney Trouble.
to 8 feet In length aad measuring
are the
"Mother. tatty we: 'nuke taffy today?"
6 nations must import great quantities your proposition
cause of your sickness or run down
to go into business asked the eldielren.
conor 7 Inches at the top. Using and or- of raw tuate
Swamp
rial-much of it from this with him?" asked
dition commence taking Dr. Kilmer's everyt •Rint is not recommended for
the first college
hing but if you suffer from annoy- dinary eosin tine wedge, spilt
"Not today, children: - papa hae a
teiuntry-before they Call make goods
‘vamp-Root, the great kidney, liver
it
into
and sng bladder troubles, frequently
graduate.
two equal parts. Through each piece enough to satisf
passin
g
hendarhe and you inns tank.. so iiiiieh
bladder remedy, because if it proves
y the needs of their
to bp water night and day, smarti
'lie didn't seem
ng or irrita- bore a hole 1% or 2 inche
e
much innirees."
ed
e.
the remedy you need and your
s in diame- own teepee. And SO IIII• second part enswe
kidneys tion in
red the second college gniduate.
begin to improve they will help all ths headac passing, brick-dust or sediment, ter, 1 foot from each end. Then
"No, we won't mamma." said Tom.
he, backache, lame back, dizzibore of the tariff argument was demolished.
"He said he didn't see 111/W the firm "but if
other org•na to health.
we. dozen isiakentaV. we itreK
ness, poor digestion, sleeplessness, nerv- another, half way- between these two
coukt use me unless they decided
ousness. heart disturbance due to bad holes. Cut three round sticks, each
to very iluble to mike a noise.'
Wages and Campaign Cries.
Prevalency of Kidney Disea
open It dancing nentlemy liA
se.
kidney trouble, skin eruptions from bad 3 feet long, and taper them
Soft of
The steel trust may net
at the
be aware of side
Most people do not realize the alarm- blood, neuralgia. rheumatism, lumbago, ends so that they will fit the holes
The occasional use of Roman ry• Batumi
the
fact, but its uctiou in raising ,the
In
at night upon retiring will preven
bloati
ng,
irritab
ility, worn out feeling, the logs. Using
t and tcing increase and remarnable prevaleney
ileve tired eyes, watery eyes, and eye
these pieces, join the wages of its 2(X).000 emplo
lack of ambition, may be loss of flesh or
ilitruille
yees
has givAds'.
ON FIRST SYMPTOMS
two parts of the logs together,
of kidney disease.' While kidney, di'e sallow complexion. kidney
en
the
lie
iduei
to
the
ng
late unlamented Re- use "Renovinen ad be cured
trouble in its
. Do not
the round sides of the logs one way publican campe
orders are among the most common dis- worst form may be stealing upon
ign.
you.
wait until the heart organ is beyon
Radio Fertilizers Fail
d
and the lint sidee the other. Boards
eases that prevail, they are almost the
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LAST CALL. Only a Few More Days of

MARK'S REMOVAL SALE 1
Men's and Young Men's Suits, Overcoats, Raincoats,
Mackinaws, Shoes and Hats

At Prices LOWER Than Today's Wholesale Cost
•••

116 Market Square

m. NARKS

Paducah, Kentucky

Please Note: After January 1, 1917,- we.will be in our new store,
219-221 Broadway, formerly occupied by J. A. Rudy & Sons.
5.
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' local loose leaf tobacco ware'houses have-Oever below-known
••••
A..,„„
brilliant- eperilifo: AT
such
ready over 200,000 pounds have
been sold, and the price have
,
averaged 17 1 2. Some has sold
.‘zozpiti
as high as 20 1 2.
.
Saks at Flemisesbare.
The initial sale on the J. W.
Lubie Martin, colored, shot
Winchester Sk Co. loom,
Flemingsteirg. K v., Dee. 9!—
' leaf
Guthrie Diuguld last Saturday
floor was held here Wednesday There were about .10.000 Nadi
[about 1230 o'clock on North
morning when\ about 80,000'of tobacco sold here Friday at
Curd street near the residence
pounds of tobacco was offered the two loose leaf warehouaes,
of Dr. Rufe Grogan from the
and found ready purchasers a t The market was strong and active
a record price . for the season and sold at from $9 to $20.50 per-effects of which Mr.----Diuguid
when medium and low grade hundred.
died Sunday afternoon about
leaf sold from $9 to $13.75 per
Bowles, Greta Saks.
5:30 o'clock. Martin fired three
hundred, making an average of
Bowling Green, Ky., Dec. 9.
times with a Smith & Wesson
$11 around for all tobacco sold.
-A total of 1,600,000 pounds of
pistolloadad_with steel- jacket
The market was strong, local
tobabeo was sold at the
balls, two loads taking--effect,
and foreign bidders being very dark
leaf tobacco wareloose
three
one
in the. right side passing'
active. Buyers were here from .
houses during the last five days.
through
the body and the second
Springfield and
Clarksv lite,
The average price for leaf, lugs
in the right shoulder and rangTenn., Paducah and I ouisville,
and trash was $10 50. There
ing down, the bullet lodged in
Ky. Quite a representative
will be another sale on Monday.
the
left. lung. ()My two or
crowd of interested Calloway
.10
/
/
1 ,
4 7AP
three persons witnessed the
Freeze Prevents Stripping
county tobacco growers came to
shootitig.
town early Wednesday morning Henderson, Ky., Dec. 9. The
D uguid was -carried to the
this
attend
sale,
pounds
110,000
tobacco
every
of
sold
grower
to
office-of-Dr -Will Mason where
who had tobacco on the—KO-or on the three- Toose-leaf-KOOrs
he was. given medical attention.
was here and tut few rejec- Friday averagid $9.38. Prices
and later carried to the hospital
teens of the prices offered were ranged $620-for trash to $18.75
where he died. Martin ran
announced. The managers of for leaf. Lugs sold titrong,
north
on Curd street Rnd turned
the loohe leaf floor are very from $8 to $12. The top price
west at the Gilbert property and
jubilant over the out look and in for leaf was paid to John Sprinafter a rontfruos chafe of about
an interviw with a Ledger re- ger. Union county, for unfired
thirty-six hours was arrested by
preeentative one of them said: weed. Rain Friday brought the
-an
L. & N. railway conductor
"When the farmers of Calloway tobacco in fipe order, but the
as
he boarded a train at Henry
consider that they may reject 'freeze last night will prevent
station,
A-;few miles south Of
stripping,
piieeoffe.red
except
o
for those
for their, crops
the
Paris.
The
conductor carried
struck
down in bulk. A blizzard,
on the loose leaf floor without
him
to
Humbolt
where he was
accompanied
it
is
by snow, sleet and
any cost watever to them
turned
over
to
the
officers and
strong
method
sellwind prevailed through.
of
evident that this
Sheriff
Patterson
was
notified.
section.
ing will be universally adopted out
Patterson
and
Deputy
Felix
at att early date."
e.
Bailey
left
Sunday
and
carried
at
H
$16
Brings
hie as $16.25 for one lot eold
Loose leaf floor sales throughIt always takes a nice box of
the ne ro from Humbolt
Hopkinsville,
. Dec. 9.— on the West FlOor and $14.03 chocolates
out the state the pest week indito make Christmas Hopkinsville
The
opening
.for safe keeping.
leaf
lose
s
the
for one sold at Cower's. A big cani-plete. It should be Liggett's
cate a very active market and
The
market
tobacco
news
Tuesday
of the sh?Zting
was
crowd was prepnT and practical- and Guth'., only at Dale & Stub
prices received for the weed is
spread
very
satisfactory.
I
rapidly
Beginning
and within a
ly all of the 25 or 30 regular
very pleasing to the growers.
short
time
i
at
the
the
Warehouse
Hancock
Co.,
tosn
was filled
buyers were present.
Following is published reports of
h
.
,
hundreds
were
'sales
held
at
all
of
six
of
the
citizens
_A
who
piano
excelwouktinake
-an
sales'from many sections of the
--1 Week's Close at Blooinfield.
joined
in
the
!
loose
floors,
hunt
closing
at
the
Cooper
for
the
1
lent
adChristmas
negro,
gift.
Take
tobacco district,
warehouse in the aftertoon. Bloomfield, Ky., Dec. 9. Fri- vantage of the sale -commencing and unquestionably had he been
Opening.' ' *The aggregate was about 150.. day's sale closed the first week I the 18th at the Murray Filiniture captured summary justice would
; Continued on
Richmond. Ky., Dec. 9. -:The ;000 pounds and prices went as 'Continued on Page 4 1-4
14 Undertaking Co.'s.
f- ;RI Column
-
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g Xmas ShOpp°mg Always a Question
Pricet

Let us suggest.—Buy something useful, serviceab!e, something to be pr,zed and ap7rec;ated.
...vm
0501 1 our goods offered-for the season's trade. ,

1

We invite an insptc`..ot of

We Have,a- Limited Lumber of Coat Spits
Birder to close out entirely we are offering a limited numberof coat Suits at reduce I prices. These Suits are:all new
- goods, -new styles and worth every do'lar of the origlnal price. Come in and look them over and be. convinced that the reduced
price placed on them makes the value unprecedented. Come early,, they will not last '.ong at the prices.
•

,

•I'

11

Gifts for Ladies and Misses

7
HANDBAGS, UMBRELLAS. NECKWEAR, HOSIERY. GLOVES,'
SCARFS, RIBBONS. A unique collection of Christmas goods
deserving of your consideration.

PRETTY CHRISTMAS HANDKERCHIEFS

•

The dainty, pleasing-kind, make beautiful gifts: nicely- boxed. Children's Hand__
kerekef's„-ter box 15 and
25c, 35c;39c, 50c, 69c, 95c and $1.00
: Ladies' Handkerchiefs, per box..
Single Handkerchiefs, colored embroidered, each
5 to 25c
Silk Crepe de ChineMandkerchiefs. each
15., 25 and 29c

••••._
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WI P. Brisendine 84E,Compan
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ChrisifIxeis editorial
•ISTMAS time is Armful
time. Homes of Armful
s,
Cities of Armfuls-streets
for miles Just stream
s
of humans, their arms
cramped with bundle
s
and packages bobbin
g
against their *beating
Hearts. Pacitages wrapped in golden cords of
Love. And aching backs
glad of the
cheince to carry them
- eased and
strengthened by Love.

Christmas time is Universa
l Spirit
time. When forthwith
all the meai.
and petty,anitqWfkind
thought-affairs
of the World,,
i4hamecr-and headbowed Alently bachst
ep while the
.\
.
idea has. it
And
0 Heart of Mine,isn't
it fine, isn't it
grand.

/in oice time, too. Wh
en
7five,._421rnh of the many ho
urs
whey.l.'"Failure and Unha
ppinass
and Dis>ragement have
shaken us.
And how we didn't care
, because
we Knew all along that
Success and
Happiness and Encouragem
ent would
come around, sooner or
later, and
walk home with us. An
d yet-these
three last named great
Friends of
en't walked home with
AIL
And so, we are going to
make this
Christmas, as far-'as we
are concerned, an Armful time
to them.
This way. In-

Food, Clothing, Money, &titles, Pats
on the Back—to be GIVEN AWAY.

ly GEORGE MATTHEW
ADAMS
r
Dectrutkins
MAGNUS G. KETINER.
I
_4
Christma
•
s time

is
time. Neither
poor nor rich, fortunat50
nor unfortunate can a
escape its sweetening /,

the Artniur Spirit
Il
and spread it far a
humblest -and moST
:
_it: So that they
)
, too,- ma
•

RocAa:ges, Lo7,e, Food, Money, Clothing,
Smiles4ccess—to be GIVEN AWAY
!
For, after all, what are Feel
ings
and Things, and Lives, if th
ey are
not to be, Expressed, Dist
ributed,
Divided, and with free an
d happy
and lavish hand-GIVEN AW
AY?

This Christmas time, my Brai
n, as
we reason together, and my
Heart,
as we feel our impulses-out
into the
wide world of life, can we ev
er hope
to get.. and possess if we don'
t con-stantly GIVE AWAY? Don'
t you
_Know that it is impossible
to GET
without GIVING -that, also
if you
don't Give, what.you have wil
l-surely
leave you? And Don't yo
u Know
that after you have GIVEN
AWAY
all that you had and have
gone
back home to your Hear
t, you will
hd that you have more
there than you had
om which you have now
GIVEN ALL away?

4
!.think

of Christmas
ti in ARMFULS to
-`e 'GIVEN AWAY—
each and all-as

:41

•

9,

MURRAY LIDGAlt, MURRAY, KY

•• •
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BUYING A GIFT
FOR HIS WIFE

GOOD WISHES

bequeath hint ten Asthma!, pounds
fat
his good will."
I would dearly have liked for the
sender cif these post curds to have got
that 1111/11VY. lestWI efforts to find him
Illy FORTUNE IMES.
proved unavailing.
I ne cannot help wishing well to
the
OSIEll%h: said that the richest
perso
n who %sloshes others well. (hood
This Man Had Plenty of Help
person wan the inn' alio writ
wishes are the biggest bona on earth.
fullest of good wish..s for ethers
While on a Shopping
isn't It a delightful thing to think that
litol Nilo received their good
ethers uric thinking of us?
wishes in return. Wishing others well
Tour,
The uollovielier is thinking ef us.
41.1
Mut
or be all the KOIMI in the
411111111
Ile
mine puts his greet thought fur us
world, and the good Wivaleib in return
Male aboaper walked
into words: "I %%lob you loery good
were
power
ful
for
good.
Don't we Mid
iui and dow11 the Nixie or
it so ourselves? No one run do with- luck," or ....moiling of that kind. It
troubles
ho big store looking
is like a grump of a hand pressing
out
them. They tire our deurek polo
othout hills with au ex•
nuns. It Meeses both the ither and
gay,
sessions.
',meiotic!!! of cleatelir. Ile
the receiver. I dont know which gets
ifeetague Williams, the celebrated
knew whnl hi. smiled
Iii.'
roost out Of it.
British barrister, once related the story
to buy all right.
It
There are times when the world
wasn't that. But he kept wonde
I,? a nigher unlovely old gentleman of
ring
miserly habita and rejoicing in (Is.' breaks out into a mighty shout, as It
!shout lookingqat the muleswomen
beoere, ot good wishes. Christiess time
nick
hind the counterw with all thope
Milne ntnengst'the urchins
of the is the great seaso
rpleif
n. Never bad we
neighborhood of "Old Plekhones." GenIty of a dog trying to reveal
where
he had burled it soup bone.
ertedty was licit one of his virtues, and more need of theta than at this coming
if he %%Oohed any humun cruet urea well Chtlettnas time. It is an enormous opHe stood off to one side staring
inIs.' kept it a secret to himself. lie Was portunity for the good wisher to make
.tently at a busy young creuture
with
his power Mt.
dark bay _Itstr behind the ribbon
a man who seemed impervious to all
remit- .......ecese
esessosseowsersowowcosess.sessses good wishes—a solitary old grudg
ter, and at lust wniked up within
er
talkblue?" the woinuti naked sigpificantl
ing distance.
who cared nothing for th.• good or t hp
y;
-Den't
bad o I slies of atiy human creature.
yoll con leave here after biting her lips :or a mutizent.•
for a few mlnutem, can
"••••••,...z
•Why—so--well, of course she
When he died, however, it turned out
It is a curious and beautiful
you?" be behasn't
seen it," replied the mule shopper.
etle In n low toue."
thing about thin Chriatman spirit
"bo thnt he had been hy bo means us thickyouomppose shed like some other
"W-h-a4 I"
that year after year it leads us
color skinned an he seemed. Ile left a will
bet ter ?"
"I Ally-- -tieVer mind. Ullmann
In which he bequeathed money to difto attempt the all but imposwaft
a "You see,"
minute
mible, in order to give pleasure
be back."
pointed out the kind WW1-, ferent persons, and ten thousand
_
in in .&iiiilderate, half
And he rushed away to blile-hle
to others; while in the end ev-sympathetic Pounds" to some unknown indhidual
contones, "that purtieular shade
fusion from the other Whopp
eryouel; joy is the result, not of
of blue whom he directed his solicitor to disers. He
doesn't go with any other voter.
did not return, but went over to
cover if possible. That person had
hat he has received from othNow,
another aisle and began sizing up peo- If I were receiving a shirtwaist
ers, but of what he has done
for been accustomed to send him yearly
ple there, both in front and
for them.
behind the Christmas I should tint a w late waist. an anonymous post card with just
Of _course _your wife limy Wive ea- "Best wishes at this time to you."
counters..
----AltlaWfaXIIIr
premixed a preference fur Nome
Was the man bughouse? No.
The writer gave no clue as to who
other
Just color.
be putlent and you'll hear all nbout
No? Well, now you undermtand he WWI. Did the old gentleman tear
it.
NE NE eg
It's none of my affair—and this is
He kept looking and I coking,anti
cer- the earls up or throw them Into the
at
Utility.
tainly rather infortnul, me helping
last his gaze took in a tall young
worn-.
you fire? Not a bit of it. He had carefully
"Does your wife favor useful giftsr
to
an---rensicsuittly young—with
select
prese
rved
somet
hing
them—
for
tied
them
your
up in a - "Too much." replied Mr.
it bunch
wife,
Meekton.
cif small pa('kage% tucked
under her whom I don't even know, to say noth- nice packet. "If the writer can be dis- "Last Christmas she bought me a nice,
iirm. Ile walked up to her, hesita
ing
of not even knowing your name— covered," he ordered in his will. "I new snow
ted,
shovel.
und then blurted:
"Beg pardon, but I should think tiny winnun weuld
macInta, but may I speak to you a mo- he delighted with something like this
one, for instance." And she
ment?"
reached
She gave him it look and
started to over to pick up one with a lot of lace
and mosquito netting on the front
hurry away, but he was obliged,
of it.
hayThe male person inquired the price.
-It was $4 more than the blue one he
had selected, but he meld he would
tuke it. and no questions naked.
"Send it out to number so-and-so
finch-and-such. atreet, and—oh, that
won't do. It might be delivered
when
she was at Mita. and that Would queer
the whole thing. Better send it to
my
office. ihonias J. Wingett Is the name,
in th5v,Pretentious building. I'd
carry
it, but.I've got a lot of stops to make."
"WIngett." repeated the woman
after hearing his name;"there's a Mrs.
Wingett in our card club. You don't
hnptien to be Mrs. Alice Wingett's husband, do you?"
sureatn." grinned the man. "She's
the girl that's going to get
that
shirtwaist off the pine tree next Monday."
• "%Va, of nil things," gaspe
d tri'e
kincHy disposed woman. ""I don't
know
Alice Wingett so very well. but
I've
met her at the club, and It does
SVsuttis)
seem
i/A4..C••• 'RIC"
funny that I Should be helping her husband to pick out a Christmas prese
nt
"Don't You Suppose You Can Leave for her. My name is Cumuli.* I don't
suppo
se
you know my husband. He
Here for a Few Minutes?"
travels most of the time."
ing gone that far, to make good and
"Seems to me I've heard Alice speak
convince her of the innocence of his of a Mrs. Cummins." says
WIngett."Er
motives.
—by the way, mebby you'd better not
"Don't be alarmed," he said, catch- say anything to Alice when you see
ing up with her. "I'm not trying to her about—about how informally we
flirt or get fresh. Honestly, now,I'm were introduced. She might think
it
not in the habit of speaking to wom- funny. Like as not she'd think
I'd
en I don't know. Leek me over and been walking up and down the aisle
you'll see that I'm well-meaning staring at folks."
enough. But the fact Is you-alt, you- 'I have a notion to tell her what
ah, you're just the same size as my you just said," gurgled Mrs. Cumins....o guess I won't
-wife—apparently! And—"
1:11ist.
though. Seems
The woman gasped, 'I don't see—" to me the joke would be partly on
i_YeLLI hope Alice likes the shirt
she began.
"Oh. but I want to ask a fasor
of
"If she doesn't she hasn't good
you." went on the male shopperipore
at ease now. "I've looked all over the taste," grinned Wingett. "I certainly
saleswomen and the only one that am obliged to yott,- If you can't make
would do was buwy behind the ribbon up your mind what to get your huscounter, but you're just precisely what baud, let me know, and mebby I can
I need—oh. I beg your pardon, I mean help you out."
And he bowed gracefully Its his-new
you're just exaetly my wife's size and
can tell me what to ask, for. You acquaintance gathered up her packsee, I came- here to buy her a shirt- ages and tripped on her way,
waist that she's been dropping little
CORYIUGHT. VESTEAN NIIISPAPEI UNiON
......-,.......99../.9,9•W9/••••••••••••.•W•••••
IC
••••••••••••••••••••09 ,9 .
••••999•9•••••••
hints about, and now that I'm here
•••••••••••••••9••••
•
••••9
•,
9-•••••••
,
9• ••••--•-••••.
,
•••••.••••••
It's just struck me that I haven't the
THAT CHRISTMAS PRESENT.
remotest idea about her size. I'm the
Good Christmas Motto.
densest person you ever saw about
such things—don't even know my own
waist measurement.
- "Peace on earth, and good
I'm positive.
will to men," Is the Christmas
though, that whatever your size is
would do for h-er. You may be an
motto, and the'Christmas spirit
inch taller than my wife, but that's
should ring in our hearts and
about the only difference."
find a kindly expression In acts
—
and words. What a joyful thing
"It's a little unconventional, isn't
for the world it would be If the
it?" the woman smiled not unpleasChristmas spirit of peace and
antly. 'Still I don't see why I shouldn't
good will could abide with us
tell you that my size is—that my
all ertery day of the year. And
shirtwaists are usually size thirtywhat a beautiful' place this
six."
world wbuld be to live, in. And
They had been walking down. the
it might, be so.lereack one of us
aisle and were now right by the shirtlisoutikgetigtterih Oaf &arta that
2irgirp
ts
ShamisesellaSIR";•••'
ys a New Lot. .
peace and good will. siould be
"4 had.. Mee line picked out there,"
Abut Christmas, consider this.:
•
our motto every day. -and that
remarked the ritan.'"thatseemed to be There are
at least four thousand kids
"She's afraid I wasn't going to give about what I
We, Individually. would do our
wanted to get, but I who were too young
to take note last
anything to her."
best to make the Christmas
didn't know what, else It was, See! year who
are just old enough to be
"What makes you think that?"
spirit last .all-the year round.
That'n lying over there on top of that surpr
ised when the tree lights up this
"She sent in her present to me yes- pink outfit
."
year. Always there is a new bunch of
terday."
Does your wife like that shade of :Christmas
comeogin.
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very shining po t.
'Pour fo th such rays! a
glory xdiarit
That \see s And finds th
hevens highest 'dome,
,
That eells and finsis the
dee est\vale\of Earth,
The hrth Of princes
the egg .rs' warms.
•
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"Of Bethlehem!"
he Star
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Of Ch
y arid Madness!
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gent ra
e Christ
,mas Spirit—lighting all th.e World! \
\
ow "Peace on Earth," they
1•AILAWill -cry,"Good Will to Merk!"
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COIFFURED mesh ofcoppercolored hair. 'half disarranged,
yet as scientc as a spider's
umid melting eyes, luminous
light born only of itself—a
d
• pitfall on one cheek where art
ancr ure blend indistinguishably
red, red moist lips beneath which the
ardent blood of maidenhood throbs
strongly like a runner's pulse —a seductive sweep of velvety throat, with the
delicate 'tracery of veins showing faintIyioIçt.-a ternmsuous
And around all this, Two Aims
Man's. '
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MOST XTRAORD1NARY LOW PRICES
BEAUTIFUL CHRISTMAS
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GIFTS : BARGAINS EVERY ON
E
Our gifts ate rich in quality and
refi
ned
in character. There can he no question .nbaut thei being highly eppreciated bv tie,reci
r
ecuneniy and metier:tenon, becaume pient. Come in :old gee the whole line of gifts. We utter _both
pers
onal
insp
ecti
on
is the only satisfactory way to buy.
give equator taitter yalaili.for
We en"
money than can he had
have a permanent value and.latithe
where. Gifts of jewelry bought here
ting intcrcat that go far towapy
ard making your Christrehts ideal.
Spicial Prietts Include WI
the neW gooda-in latest approved stylei.
Make Yew Fries& Happ
Big Gifts Better -Price Bey
y. Can't nam
eoniethtog ant)roerl-s14-:--_LAII of our:e over all the pretty g.ft we have. COIlla 4*41, and let us
help
-basil years experience _giving augeysitinns
--avid be vaffshifia_itiee, you
_for-grata-aad---ootnething-th#
juat,The thing, and save you money.
Newest patterns in t.s.t- rot
t
Many other dainty La Valliera i
hand chased llracelet4, the join
Attractive solid gull and cameo
pret
ty Lou, of gil,id quality. Others. in solid g )1t1 and gold filled at $1 ;pear( pins;,gulid gold scarf pine
•
upward. The kind you are usurisk s1.59 to $10. ()ur price, 7,7a: ally
i set with gAlluine DA* shell cam asked to Day $t sq upward. leoe
upward.
. plain or hand.engraved borBeaiitiful new patterns in ' Solid gill and gold filled Wale dem $2.75. Other pins 25e ed.
ur Chnins for gentlemen, 1. ine-gold and. silv
Bracelets, some with best quail, dem
er branded .
new
est
pattern links, each one 1 Knives. Sonie w
ty jeweled watches, the k ind you aolie
ge1.1
I
l
soldered. As low ar cil -combinatiens. Area. pene_ __
will be pvenal to own. Bargain '.$1
s $1..
.50 each.
price $3.50 upward.
Pretty and useful ivory and
;
.•
Handsome monogram belt h'u'e- p-e-a r I manicure sett-sue
t
-hi
Real quality in gold filed wat- I kels and belts:
sure to be appre- make some young buivie heart
elle& All nemest Pat
,_
eiat
ed
gifts. In solid silver and glad- Fine eualitY Sa.--W. tne-----n _find
fully guarantee& li5ter
plat
e" and gold front, $1.60 up: Cuff butt
upward.
on sand- sets. Nittv
Others $1 to $80.
Pretty and dainty lockets and line best quality solid gold and
Gold filled and silk Fobs, up- ehaing, the kind vnu are usually gold
, fron
..
t at $1 up. Others in
ward to $S. Ileautiful'Fob,
asked to pay ,$.1 5U to $8.50; our plate at lac up.
like
;
picture, worth $2.50 Our price price $1 to $5.75. These are
i Fountain peas. best quality,
limed gold, self fillers
$1.50.
i bargains, quality guaranteed.real
and-others r
.
in_i
•
___G
at $lea
l utp.saving _ill
ii,auttfrii
Beautiful diamond Le _t Amore i See our pretty toilet setI,
-----e-teteitteths ainpu bit- drop etyl
:-•••'w-t-+solid t --and beet Hom
cut
an plate, I cameo and reconstruc
- tiful
real dianionos that you cane with : -beau
ted
rubi
eat
dt
sign
s
wit
h all the and other set rings,
see. !'stur
-Priced ito-low.e.0 $5.
big variety,
dy. good wearing qualities:'-th
e kind that stay pretty sit tie
Other pretty solid- geld LaVal•'that silver only has. - The kind !low as 6Qcents.
Wonderful baryou
r
frie
nd
wqi use and be proud ''gains in
Here set with 'beautiful cam
solid.gold signet rings
eos
.
to
sho
w
to
her
frie
nds.
the least Italia, kind. $.i upward.
Some and plain ring.4 gnarante
priced as low as $3.450.
ed sot- .
• •
id gold 50c apwaras.
G i vie g-:6
ean-fer wha
our big bueipess. All the joyst' me get, instead of getting all we can for what ire give,
and- pride that go_witit beautifu
has _made _a • pee- kee-el
t-grft-are -youncat-Established
•
1890
HAND
ENGRA ING
Z4wiL1
IL La Werth a good deal to know that
•
FREE
you have someone to make good
all claim:: ;vet promises,
\44

JOE T. PARKER Jeweler, Murray, Ky
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LOOSE LEAF FLOOR SALES i.417 :34 a hundred, Sales were l
'r
4
.
.
s..
1itiLN SILL
blocked again te•day. Offerings
• ti..1*.inued Fr-nn
l'Age
.
,
0.
,
tinu
..1
as
a
who
le were ot about the ___ _i__ ._ _____ (ioin l'age 1
7
_
_
___
the
sam
e
as the FArmers' loose leaf house
quality as the previous
I
hav
e been meted out by an
Isere. 146;195 pounds being sad 'day's and prices steady.
, rage
.
'out
d Citizenship.
at an average of $19.20 The
Market Opens.
I Martin, in company with his
hundred. The quality of tobecMadisonville, Ky.. Dec. - 9.-;brothers, Sylvester
and Andy,
ma was good and bidding spirited Lociee-l
There! were.no rejections .for the Frid eaf tobacco market opened I and'Earl Jordan, a negro who
ay. sales taking place at isays he lives in Mem
phis and
-entire week's' sate.
three warehouses. Only about who arrived here
on the riabh
• 1915 Pri:es Doubled
30,000 pounds were offered, lack train, were
oi a suit able season preventing I street and
Owensbora,
who
'Wretched weather condition did the delivery of tobacco here. ¶was returning to tow
n from
'ant cut the prices on the Owens- The prices paid were the highest idinner. It is alleged that
three
hero loose leaf tobacco gnarket for several years. Leaf sold of the negroes assaulte
d
Mr.
!Friday. There was a total of from $28 to $16, lugs from $7 to' Diuguid and when he
mad
e
268,275 pounds sold during the $10 and trash from $6 to as, ; endeavor to defend
hims
elf
Everything offered wee bid in, I Martin drew his gun
Isar for $26.338, a general aver-1E
and began
age of $9 80. The trash sold to-,a number of outeetetueen bayera I firing: What passed bet
ween
*aye' averaged around $8. The, •
p • the parties is not known. It
on trash was $6.
pri e of the day was $17
is said that the negro has made
For e tire season ,there has!
ptevitoe threats that he would
Next Sale Monday.been sold,2.174.210 pounds for
kill
Diugiiid and it is poseib'
Shelbyville, Ky.. Dec. 9,
42.13. 499, malkiniii a general The
that
this lead to the shooting.
re was no appreciable change
average of $9.77, which is more on
Guth
rie DiugUid was about
the loose leaf market yester-than double eve price - paid for day
year
s of age and is survived
when Ga,000 pounds were
the tobacco last year. sold at ae average of $15.1e the by a wife, severaVehildren and
'-atleelittra Grades Higher.
!hundred, prices ranging from a _number of --br-others and
- Spring:a !Id, Ky., ,,Dec. • 9 -- $9 to $23 50. The best crop eisters: He had surYed,the city
-The first weel:'s• ales on the average v-as made by Duvall & as chief of police and was widely
known throughout the ceunty.
$peingt;ei.i. loee Leaf +Amato Lay,a, sold 1.400pour.
a The funera ervi
ces were held
$19.
00, their prices ranging from
eteek.et cicesd Friday with • the
at
the
farn
y
resi
dence Monday
bo4-. sere of;_the week _There $12toJ23S0. No rejections.
-att
ernT
ion
a
ZIT
ieburial t000k
lira not a great deal of
:ine to-' Reatipts fairly good
t place in the City
e_ . The nex
.
Cem
etery. He
a -co on: but- the medinn'graties sale will be made Monday.
was a mernijer of the Methodi
hither than ,ever they.
Sale At Fraikfort.
. church, W. 0. W.and Fraterna
*s
been and the best'averages
l
Fank
fort
,
Ky.
,
-Dec
. 9.-The: Union of Are
ave rica secieties,
of the,week were -falee with
following sales made by the.
:
"cticalY n°
cn9e Ak--Frateitrethetelmecig
'e-wareheute 'eV-eked-ea
atitTey• sehriera-P whiZ-T.i* aaeragvance of,$1_oa -low
.
aay. Sixty seven thousand five and. med
ium
toba2co.
"
- 1 *2-h.
4.1'9- --Flisi.'•37--"-tee --mt
. _ ever
e- hundtasand shay pounde for
- - -theTe:bane Spring, eo:d
fir
°
Bale
- a lame .e10e27t:
!
During the week .486;250
35,.arraverage of $15.20.
.--reo
- at $21 70 the hundiA, ar:13 -Pri
wer
ce
rang
si
e(
09. an aver
fro
f
m
8
N. M. Deacon a large crop at
toi2.5 cents, w e s, rargfor
:ege of S15.92 Thie average isGra
de
pric
es
abo
ut
the same. .-, cents higher
0710 the hundred. • _
than DpeniDg
sale Monttay at-ftw t-rhiv=--riveek last
year. Light rains
tetseitee sake,
errs' house.
this evening softened up the
leelington,
d and receipts strengthened.
Dee. 9,
Mt. Sterling, Ky., Dec. 9.- wee
Market closed Friday until Mon#4.111 bn the Lexington
lave:Tobacco sales Friday were stea
dy day,- when the Robertson house
e•3f • tobaec.o
market tekcatl y to strong.
The
Witc
hall
loos
e will hold first sale. Speculators
epee 475,000 potiads at prit
ea leaf house told 11,265 pounda continue busy and are paying
, high prices for
:sewing frqm $7.15. paid- feecrops in bare..
La:average $17.21: Robertson hou
-be.,..,kiet.of frozen suckers, te;
se It is expected that • som
e fancy
$28:21,565 pounds, ..averasr - $15.
85 tobacco will - be . offerid --next
fir the best grade cif - 1Pcight 4Fa
rmers' house
2,41)0 pounds, week. and growers are anxious
eke. Warehour,e reports, .in-ave
rage $1531; high crop aver- to eetewhat ..nriees /tate_Je
.
uyera
two v finiehod sales of ,aget
will put on fiateltatekadeebe
,
$18
-at
Far
mer
s'.
The
zie.
-Vaierrinfairrarkftviv-tatfird'r 371.quality of offerings was medium Bed fobircenoT ifibsttnce-7,--kacl
" See pounds at tin iwere of
qual
ity
are
gro
wing In .demand
and the closing' dale of the week
and show up -card tendency.
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A Plain Statement
of Facts
Owing to the close bond of relationship
between this
skirt- and its customers and friends of
Mur
way county, we deem it nothing more ray and Calkthan our duty to
sound a solemn note of warning in reg
ard
and expected higher prices on all kinds of to present high
en goods, all shoes of all grades, cotton cotton and wooland woolen blankets, domestics, outings, percales, shirtirr
s, table linens, linens of all kinds, hosiery, gloves, etc.
In fact, nearly every line that we sho
getting higher, but we are especially well w is high, and
fixed on the various lines that we carry, and it is
our aim and. always our
pleasure to protect our customers to the
-ful
ability, and we,are doing this today on l-extent of our
many lines throughout our store.
We advts
. e our customers to protect themsekes by
.
buying at present prices every dpll
‘
II,s worth you wait
nee
for some time to.Comey.and in
this ay save on other, d
a.d
vances that are sure to come. We .
sktipu to make a note
of this, remember our advice, and if
we lead you
wrong
we will take it kindly if you
say we are.,no7
fprophets..

- 411*P- ---- -

0. T. Hale & Co.
Murray, Kentucky
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A sun was burn last Saturday
Mrs. Vernon Stubblefield has If you want a
real geed mg*, Have a bok at Haey ftrothers
-Mght to Pat Beate and Wife, atibeen quite in tii putsevisal _cheap go to Huey, Bros..
41 pocket and table cutlery.
td
i
•
Mary Garden, Melba, Penslar,' Nunnally's tin chocolates in I X
Mrs. R. K. Harsh, of SILL(
Char!ey
ennfinf d Colgate, Azurea and other ex• frail j0c to $10 00 boxes
•
at H. P.
is the guest of her 'niece, Mrs. to his bed with - an attaeic
of quiet. toilet gooditt Wear's.
Wellei
4. P. McElrath.
rheuniatirin:"'
Bucv lime. have a cemplete More Nunally's fine candies . liatiquet Jeanie(' toilet articlesi Give your hu4band s !Parker i R.Ali, Carnations, NarAI .Eacai., fountain pen. See oar line.
lino of saws and axes. Sest,thtm,sold-in-town thai any other kind. are the sweetest of
4. vistit4, etc. Box of Mixlent
gifts. Dale & Stubblefield.' Dale and 8
before you buy.
;ed cut flowers,
'
.1-1t))1fitl•dd•
I Lt'it at Wear's.
,
•
Mrs. Dee Mitchel,
Our stationery is rot output- Be sure and ask to he shown
l' and baby , Special introductory a a le .of 4
left but week for Nashville, i pianos an& player-pianos cone i
$1.00 and up
ed by any line; excellent gifts. Dumas perfune..,
!Ea. lea: Tenn.,
+menci
where
ng
the
she
18th
Dale & Stubblefield.
at
will
the
spend
Murra
leyy
t Wreaths, .11(il
tie. - Dale & Stubblefield.
ly,MagnolMrs. R. L. Ray and daughter Mrs. G.0. Gatlin was the eral weeks with her parents. 1.Furniture & Undertaking Co.'s. t ia and fancy-wrea
ths,
$
Mr Meluan and wife.
I Read their page ad in thie issue. t
Marjory Ellen, Spokane, Wash., guest of her sister, Mrs.
Ilan- W-0 WIWI
jiltt fetseiVed, freshl For Chrintnalur PrefeTafirtrie
- -:714re th& guests of Mr, and Mr. cock, of-Parli, last week. c and up-- - I
it
by expreete.perhape the largest httrh' grade part-C.ait.
1
You can't '
2$
tastw
n Bee;th
ucs was
eguestot shipments n
lux t
cnles beat the selection. And go to. Special attention. to Old' g
ff%iIIPyer
R7tett.has
,f finea
l
sear
the ie L
Migm.l
inPursp
of-town orders.
Nunnally'echezolates that ever, Myers' studio'for them
*
and is occupying the Cliffora her sister, Mrs, Soft Campbe
P
ll. came to town. Let us show you.
Absolutely Pure . Melugi
n horn on North Curd
For Sale-Several fu II blood
Miss Bernice Edwards spent Penglar Store, H. P. Wear.
regist
ered sows and pigs, also,
ladefrom Cream of-Tartar street.
. the latter part-of the.past .week
Our line of things for Christ- horse and mare not registered.
. Joe Farley, wife and niece in Paris, the guest
of Mrii: Ray Is
NO ALUM— NO PHOSPHATE or Murray have returned home wand Hancoc
1274
larger end prettier and no See Yewel E. Williams.
Paducah's Leading
k.
C.
higher this year than last with Our pianos are _mariufactured •
after a visit to G. W. Farley and Pleas
,
Baucotri-harrurctiage.d'
--Florist
tiVo-or three excoptions. We by the Waltham Ere),co., onel
None like Nunnally's at Wear's. family. 'Mayfield Messenger.
the Interest of Wiley- Young in MT
and of the best piano makers.-Mute"
41"''''
:•••114'*.*'
We have the dandiest line of E. C. Pickup and wife, lefti the Store of Baucom, Son & have W,atterman. Conkling
:
'*+***aaa*.'"
ray Furniture & Undertaking Co.
other
founta
in
pens;
bill
baoks.
meat choppers in Murray.-Bucy Monday for Memphis, Tenn., to Young, of Cherry, and is now
.
poeket books• pipes from_ 6c to 1 --To patrons of the
spend the winter. Mrs. Pick
RECEI V E D -A new
Brothers.
barber shone
with the'flint
f
-- shipment a cloaks.; soine-of tha•
When you think of ser:sible is the mother of Attorney Pat Mrs. John , Blidoc , one of elegant
Ps ;
t and prettiest cloaks that .
statio
nery
at
most
any will close at 7 p. m., except Sat- nifties
gifts for Christmas we have Holt.
we bave shown th i m season.
Mayfiercer; most Frominent ladiea price: perfumes and other
toilet urday nights, and will close then, Plaids with the large velvet
Larkin Jones, who has been died last Friday at the Illinoi
them-Dale & Stubblefield.
trim.
s goods of many popular makes; at 11 o'clock
. Please remember 1 med collets, in grey and brown
living
south
of
Cherry the past hospital in-Paducah'', where she
„Our assortment of Fountain
biblesland teataraen
this and do-not-come after thetei---Q-it r50._o
ingL ar$81i51 19.d10 and
Peasit exceptionally Strong this two years, has sold and will had gone-for ark operation-.
_ and small print. We. Wbuld be hours and
move
expect
to
to
Brewers, Marshall
get work' •
year-Dale & StubbleftekL
Jeff Rowlett.-- who has glad to show --yetk-H.-P.
.. done.--Galin-Ad-miss -and J. E. I Most all the popular .
county
give
.
things for\
Lip sure you are right Ind
been located in Tulsa, Ok:, the the Pepslar Store.
• Jeffrey.
p the toilet at Wear's.
her Liggets''Candies, 5lbs down R. E. McDermott, who has past several months, arrived
been
residi
ng
near
New
Prove
. here the latter part of the past
-Dale & Stubblefield.
dence the past three years, has
week on a visit to les father.
Miss Lillian Stovall, of Ridgely, Tenn., arrived here the sold out and moved to Misaouri Rey. Cleanth Brooks,.!former
to reside. He left last Saturfirst of the week and is the day.
pastor of the Murray Methodist
guest of Miss Bernice Edwards.
church
, is confined in a hospital
flu bert Bynum,wha_has
She will-remain until after the
tMñp1
üiWlere he gwIII unOwen-Scott weeding the 20th of in Mississippi and Oklahoma dergo an operation
for.. tuber-the past several months with
this month.
the Cumberland -Telephone Co., Weis of the bone.
Mrs. Paul Patteraan, of PaduRev. Felts, farmer' pastor of
cah, has been in the city the Arrived here the first of the the Methodist
church," of --this
past s)veral days the eucst of week on a visit to home folks. city, was appointed presid
ing
parent's. W._ T. Sle.dd_and_ wife. W. A. _Qav_Plai. AIL& wife _re, elder of the- Holly Spring
s,
Miss:
•
Mr. Sield hai been confined to itirnid tn tr homepear To: district at the eenferencewh
ich
his bPd sine, the firsti of the bacco from Aashville, N. C:' adjourned last week.
week with aa attack of ttiii grip. where they went some several, m
McHenry Rhodes
r.
' of
•MI-gii- Laaa Scherffius and weeks ago with the hopes that!I Firankfo
rt,
state.
inspec
or
tor
Ei-nest Kelso, well known young Mrs. Ogeri's health would . be schools, was a 'visito
:Mite
in
r
peop'e. of near Lynn Grove, benefitted.
ray the past -week. He delive.rwere unit21 in marriage last Nies bogard made his aonual ed an addreas to the :school
Saturday afternoon, at the home donation to the editor's larderj Thursday afternoon.
IKE Rat
of the bride's parents, Elder last week in the shape of a fine,
,•
•
'
hay Parks, son'of W. J.
T. B.l'hompson, pastor'__of the 'ju_itcylesoseum and sweet t_taters
Parks,
of this City, was injured
Water Street Church, officiating.,t0 go with him. What do we
last
Saturd
ay at -1 Blythesville.
Aunt Amanda Irvan grand- , care for the high cost of living Ark., by being
struckrby ,l'ai
just
at present.
mother of Dr. H. I. Hughes,
- train. He suffered thelloss of
has gone to Florida, to spend 'L. W. Lock brought a load ofi one arm. ...,
the winter with relatives. She tobacco to ivlaylield Saturdayj
Graham, Miller & Owen make
Men's Worsted and Novelty Suits,
was accompanied on her trip by and received $12 for the leaf and
Boys' Knee Pant Suits. all 'sizes,
'
special
annou
nceme
nt
of
cut
$6
a
hundre
bargai
a
n as marked at $12 50 and $10. from 6th 18, -best styles,
d
for
the
lugs,
which'
Dr. Hughes, who returned home
_Go_in this
Tuesday night.-Hardin Enter, 118 the highest price that has,i pri ees on sasonable inerchanOn sale at
$10.65 and $8.50 sale_at a Liberal Reduction. .
dise
at
their
busine
place of
prise.
ss
been paid for the weed this sea-'
Our well known Frat Suits for young
1.011 the east sid'e4Their line of
Big lot Men's aed Boys' odd Pants,
•Charley Broach has purchased son.-MaYfield Messenger.
men,
beautifully tailored, best styles.
consis
the interest of Monroe A. Thom- Mr. E. J. Cook has sold his I goods embrace the best and
ting of all-wool Worsteds and CasRegular $15 to $20 Suits go in this sale
they will conduct a 'sale that
simere
s, extra quality at marked prices.
as in the West Kentucky Real Es- farm on Dog creek to
at 15 per cent Reduction.
Walter, will be worth your while:attendTo
clean
up at 10 to 15 per cent Retate Exchange and in the future Edmunds. Possession will
1
be ing.
Our house is the home of Hart, duction.
the business will be conducted given about the first of the year.
Schaffner & Marx clothes - the best
Tnis issue of the Ledger is'.a
under the firm name of Ryan, Mr. Cook is living in Murray
Men's and Boys' Overcoats, a beaumoney will buy.
"oliday
Peeler & Broach. A strong team and his son, Gordon, who hass' buyer's guide - for-'theh
tiful
assortment, the Frat line. All go
a n d will command a splendid been on the farm will go west to trade. Every reader l'of the
$23.00 Suits, now
$21.00 in this sale
1
at a Big Reduction.
paper is urged to look over each
patronage.
20.00 Suits, now
locate.
17.00
advertisement :'carefully and
18.50 Suits, now
15.75
Hats and Caps, a big assortment,
profit thereby. Iierctiant who
all
new
styles and colors. To get ready
Men's Blue Serge Suits, regular
publicly "-solicit I* 'your trade
price $12 50 to $22 50, the Frat and for the early spring hats, will make a
through the mediumof your
Hart, Shaffner & Marx lines, at a simi- liberal reduction of 15 per cent Off
the
i county paper is entitled to your
lar reduction.
Regular Price.
i pat ronage. Give them fryour
Carried over suits to go regardless
business, they are your tfriends
See our beautiful line of Neckwear..
of cost. We have some to close at 25 to
tend are large factors :in the
50 per cent reduction.
Then for'your health's sake, pay more attention
Gloves, Hosiery, etc.
developement of your country.
to selecting your next corset. From the standChas. Bradley, of Phoenix,
point of perfect Fitting Qualities-Style.-lines
Ariz.,
came in;last !Friday to
Comfort and Endurance
spend several days transacting
business. He wasfaccompanied
home by :I. L. Barnett,'r Cary
!Tarry, of near Dexter, rand
Cordia Fair.i While in 'Arizona
Mr. Tarry purchased a $40,000
When you buy Shoes from us you SAVE MONEY, they undoubtwill do much towards improving
, farm and dispoaedrof his properedly will be higher. Take advantage of our forethought.
both your health and your figure.
ty near Dexter to the real estate
agency of whom he purchased.
The soft, yet shape-retaining
• Mr. Fair also bought land neer
boning, which is scientifically
Phoenix and Mr. Barnett added
i
placed in all Madame Grace CorIthirty more acres to his-original
sets provides that freedom of moiitaliiilliContinue Until
'6T1' necessary to health.
V. A. Johnson returned home
Thursday from Chicago where
No-woman is either "hard-to-fit"
he closed a contract with the
or "hard-to-please" in a Madame
! Illinois Pure Aluminum Co. as
Grace Corset. There is a model
district sales manager for the
for every figure.
Before making your purchases We cordially invite
! states of Tennessee, Missiesippi,
The price is just -what you wishi
you to come in and let us show yoU. Yours respectfully,
I Georgia, Alabama, North and
to pay, from
South Carolina. Mr. Johnson
left Tuesday afternoon of this
week'for Memphis '10-7- enter
A
upon the dutiesesiehia new peel
Ulm • He has- friends
East Side Court Square
who wish for him a' splendid
MURRAY, KENTUCKY
euccess. He is yet undecided
Murray, Kentucky
where he will make headquar•
ters.
se••••

i in as Gifts

'
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bAkiti

moved to town

Van Aart

Jun

•

•

Special Clothing Sale
The sole you have been
waiting for

COLD WEATHER is here, but so
v--4 late coming that we find our
stock too heavy. We bought early,
at such low prices that every piece
of merchandise we own is a bargain
at the marked price. However, we
do not intend to carry over winter
goods and name prices below to move them promptly.
iha•

I

A

Po«

—

Do You Value Your Health?

4•••

In spite of the advanced cotton market, soaring
prices on shirts, underwear, etc., we purchased early,
and you will be pleased With values shown---our
stocks are still complete.

•

Sale Starts Thursday, December 14,
Saturday Night, December 23

V.

$1 to-$8.50

••••

O. T. HALE. & COMPANY
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irel wee beloved of all the Utile peop
le /
is the iirreei Fereet and the
Green
Metitiewss eta alive them fleeter nett
was happy.
once every year. long -after
the nuts
hit t been gilt h.
liter all the world
....seed &eta awl nuts), eattt
e merry
children, nett older trek, rind
with
laugh and song mill happy ithoilt
wridlri
out 'stung Pine trees and young
him—
liwk (reset und eftrry them
OW it same to pass In these
natty. At
day*.
By
first the Beautiful Pine hail pitte
there went outs decree from Caes
d the
ar
Augustus, that all the world shoul
young freest, but when It saw
d
that It 4rbe enrolled.
This was the first enrollment
oars the poreseriftlort of theme tress
that made when Quirinus
was governor of
made the ehildren so happy,
It health Syria. And all went to enrod
themselves,
Ii' envy them, find when Juck reos
t everyone to his own city
told it of peeping in at
imin
it
y
inNCle upon a thew. twit and
And Joseph also went up from Galilee,
Happy Jeek had enved her (lows and seeing these little treeis
mit of the
long, long ego, ,,,, sonic trouble,
made
beaut
for, though he didn't
iful eith litany lights, end thteh city city of Naaareth. into Judea.
n
of David, whieli is called Beths
great - greett" ,swigs 'know it, he hart
hung with hentelful things to
planted It for her.
fill the
because he w as of the house and
so-great
grundfaIt all Inoue about just as Old Mother hearts of little children with
famil
y
of Devidi to enroll himself
Sr, it
ther of Halms Jaelli Xisture had
Mary, who was betrothed to him, with
thought It would. HAPPY etstied more than ever,
being
**terry!.
w hell* reek never owe thought
grea
with
t
'Tee
child.
,' murmured the Itenutifid Pine
of that parmini*, *AS 'hippy
intle broen peed, for he hail to the kindly stars, "I noted gladl
Arid it came to pass. while they were
y
Jack. too, was hidden plent
give mynelf to put Joy in the
y to est all the loas
,it
heart of there, the days were fulfilled that she
irraimpering
along ter In the Gree
Just
ones little child: but, alas! I ant should be delivered. And she
n Forest. So the i lull.he Lime Little Path that (Nim
brought
es 'Men brow n
loty Net it here he bail hld tr.$) big. I ant too Ng. No little ehild forth her first-born son; and she wrapped
he tillirthroligh. the Green Forest.
w ino., me tewitinie
him in swaddling clothes and laid him
den it, until gentle Sister South
I tint too big."
Whirl
Ile wile happy, very Mottos ears lints
a manger because there was no room in
emus, In the spring and %%oh her soft
So Chrlatimin after Chrirome
for
ry Jack. which wam quite air It sheuld
s the them in the inn.
tingera opened all the little
Moen- lieentlful Pine woulrl watch the ilttle
us for there was everything to make
blanket,. of the leaf buds on
And there were shepherds in
the trees trees earried away and would titurlin' happy. Ifie sides were fat ell h it
the
same country, abiding in the
tech Jaek Frost eith his hardfield, and
the/ere niur madly, "I can give Chrintimin Joy keepi
he goo., things he find to eat. Ile_ had
ng
watc
h
by
night over their flock.
had been tumble to open. Then
Old 1.o_ not one' little- ahtki heretitee I am
beautiful new coat to keep him warm
Mother Nature remembered
And an an ai of the Lord stood by
the lilt Ii' too blg, too big." And the wondering
ellen rough Brother North Witul.
sont beien
(the wakened a little Night Mtnd would carry that
lack Frost should come drhifig the
and taut- them and the glory of the Lord shone
fair) it hi' was sleeping in the
round about them; and they were sore
heart of min. through till the Green Foremt, "I Gym
mow clouds to woke white the lire'
&
s* It. and the mime of thi Utile
felt7 wns am too big, too big."
Ideudoes unit chutney the Green Forest
the Fairy of Life.
Then
, one Any, when the New
—
And the angel said unto them: "Be
mtll -the little people who live ther
ha
e
So out from the warm earth pat
White on the Orem Meadows
atrai
net
for be eld —I bring you good
ttgnat
say 411-4hemenittior wrethi never. merle
and40—v
aing
s
` IS Winter greets shoot, which
e Drees Forest, and the
joy, for there is born to
really was
mown it had they happened to have
Beau
tifu
l you this day In the city of
it teeny. weeny Pine-tries
Pine had watched the littl
David a Saviour.
vine back. But rough Brother Nort
tree*
e
for which is Christ, the Lord.
h
folly, round, bright Mr. Sun,
And this is the
look- Christmas carried netts) with laugh sign unto you: 'Ye
Wind arid ,Ilack Finset had not e4.ni
shall
e ing down from
find • babe
the blue, blue sky, sew and shout, an It had for so
vet, and Old Mother Nature wan
wrap
ped
swad
in
ninn
dang
y
cloth
es and lying
busy It and smiled, and his Futil
e made the Christmaires. came Men and horse's. I in manger.'"
preparing the (keen Forest for
a
them teeny. weeny Pine-tree
very happy, for and keen aim's sent shivers clear to Its!
Ind ureing all the little people
to hur It warmed the grou
nd and comforted beautiful top. Until ite_proud length ange And suddenly Wore was with the
ry and make ready for them,
muletude of the heavenly
the tittle roots griming there
tay stretched on the snow. And Rome- praislinga God
Mel,
.
ttoleappy Jack 'scampered down
and saying.
the
0111 Mother West Wind. hurr
ying how the beautiful Pine cared not, for
Lone Little Path and pulled over
*Glory to God in the highest
red Irmo on her way to blow the
white- it so wanted to give joy to just one
leaves and yellow leaves and
'Arid on earth peace. good will
brown sidled Nhipa timer. the Gren
little
chile
, and it was too big, too big,
t thsem.
toward men."
It wen eftrrled Into n grent
city, and
there, In the very heart of
the great
Annual Phenomenon.
city, the Beautiful Pine was
rtilsed un"Now," said the ningnsine (stem
ill It newel as 'guiltily as
',
It hart mood "we'll have
a cover design retirementjust beyond the edge of the Gree
n For- ing the old year ire an
nged man and
est, and it was hung with
many colored flu.. New rear as smil
it
ing Infant'
The Christmas Spirit.
light,, until it was istlite, quit
e the utmost
"All right." replied the artist. "But
beautiful that ever was.
Let the spirit of Christmas
And there it looks ilk.' nnture-fukin
g to me. Anycrime not one. but n
time. "Peitoe on earth. good
thouriftrill little body knows that
a punning lama
elitidren, and they danc
will to melt," cone) Into your
ed nround the couldn't grow n11 those
white whIrikere
Beautiful Pine, rind laughter
heart and be tnerry und glad.
ware In In one short year."
I heir eyes, for joy wpm III
But In the midst of your
their Ileum*.
MO they sang
intl.-es-making and chnritable
'find their voices were
Joyous. Anti they shelved reel
thought, do not forget that
their
A•tolees were merr
there are tunny to whom
y. And they cried:
• Christmas
will
"It in the most:beautiful tree
bring
DO
In all
WM Cheer.
the world, for it Is our
Therm are the hopeChrimtniam
lessly ill In hospitals, the hutree—the Christmas tree
of all the
man driftwood In the refortnchildren!"
ntorlos, the tiny Inmates
Then watt the heart of
the Benuti•of the orphanages. If you
Ink Pine, planted long, long
years op,
ep are able to, bring a hit of
.brithe great-great-ever-so-grea
t grandeheer—practical cheer—into
father of -Happy Jack Sqtri
rrel,
the dead life of eomeone Conwith a great kire-the joy
of giving, for
fined in one of these Instituit had given its greatest
-gift, the gift
tions. Do not think such uixof Itself. for tls
_ isejuy of many. And
vffort is a %aide of .titne-nr
the spirit of Christians,
which is love
mg
' out of date. Indeed, it will
ft'r all tritinkitel. desc
ended mein it as
be the kindest act you ean ilo
sweet-toned bells chimed,
"on earth
at Chriattoris time—he-think
.periers- good will towa
rd Melt,- afifl
/if soineette who has lost his
glad voices of a thousand little the
chilOlive,. or Is not yet aide to
dren cried, "Merry merry
Christmas!'
tille iis pluce in the great
eight.
, A Sweet Revenge.
JOYFUL
-"I sent my,present tir -Nell
ie SlyGR
IS
boots: when she was at her
TMASTIDE
und
kite* ull the girls and fell
ows wguld
--Fs-atter aretlind- fti see her
open It.'
"Why, I 4hought you didn'
t like Nela4 •it-istmas have for you
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The Story ofa Municipal Christmas Tree
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That was the spirit
which' lierrintited Picketer to %ay.
"Thrprigh it has never put a scrap of
:geld rir 'elver. In my pesket. I believe
It hue dene me good, and I say, 'God
bless It t'"
We Should Hang Garlands. The singing of ceries In Eugligh sit
!ages W114 a itt,
ed OM ellidalin Utpl oillgtd
to lie re%lve41. as well us the lighting
of the Yule log 4)11 4'lirlstrime tee. for
the memory of the Engliah Chriatmas
lingers ever in the British heurt, wher- .
ever hi) nifty be. In the early days at
Jamestewn, VII., the entitle of Erigileh
eivIllzatlen on this weStern continent,
Ji)Iin Smith aflyP: "The estrr
gue cold.
frost, ruin find snow ()awed us to keep
. Christures unmet this/ravagers whiir
e -N. 1
. we wcre neurge
ve
r,
tnerr
y,s nor tied
11
'
moressasteysterssfilidt. fleeh, witti fowl
4.----A.
i
rind good breuil net ever had
bet. ter
. • tire. In England." Klplieg. nee
refers to the memory of Yulet
ide in tile
"Black Sheep" with the coup!
t, "At
herrn) they arte m king mei s telst
the white mill erstriet lierre.',
And eir•
we stir rub! garlatel the heuse 1aitli
tritetrig pine, hang the tt retitle. ef
hiill lit
1 hp %% itoow
raid the iiii•ii. toe 'math
the elianiteller. It
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Boston'. Fine
ample.,
'dist Cliriquali iu 11.4 tieorn-yin .
ri-inu-stoiLeser.,110 in ili. city
tO les•po• :—
their windiev 'shad,: ettli:t
i Chri-eauts
eve to, tell, 11..:1O
the'city. Slim a
elieerfril ghee as it gat i•
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wits enillying
its municiput
iStireonitis
tree, n stately hr. lied...died
mitli :nyeail 'coteri'il electric bulbs
By CASSIE MONCL.URE,.LYNE.
, %tilde' II,
barnd player! old familiar
curie-0Ni
AA't: the custinns of \'1.1•ri'll
int° peilibir'
street s,ngi tti•Christmas become fere
the cored scattered. The
mere cisiveutirrnall- e
scene
significant rif slit-isomer
How belive? That is -the: ing St
ciesitoprilltret
helditic
rub. We de things the
heart of Puritan New
Ii k e meehntileul %these
Ent:Intel.
holy of teener haul
heretofore
toys, without -ask- been
Thanksgiving. 'nate is
right, and
ing -Tb7
•-why - und as it shou
ld lies since eters Or a
wherefore. We fol- ,it
laud
religious liberty rind
low like sheep the leadersh
Christmas is
ip of some the seasen of
sp.
sse and good eau
foolish friend who either
has more to all ruunk
iteL"
cente and less sense than the
averages
because we are the slaves
paf
:
v
te
viet
of custom.
Chrisenuts Is the season for
the ChristA
LITT
LE BABY SISTER.
Child—when simplicity and
.
sincerity
should dominate love of
ostentation
and all pretense. It Is hard
in this
day a- luxury to experience a
new sensation; for children are
sated on th-ethreshold of life with gifts)
jbat would--tfliTf-tVdig
-iFSE41- George WaSh
ington
and taken away the breath
of little
barkers...4k Abraham Linc
oln. It Is no
use Nellie: your child to
eat his red
apple and suck his stick of
candy with
a thankful heart If little
Bobbie next
door owns a motorcycle and
a real pigMans - Precious poor fun will
yorir
. tie Mary Jane find in
her mg baby if
Inez ikirrie has a bleque
Freneh doll
that can talk. And so we
are httppymiserable. poor or rich by
contreet:
those compftriptons that
tire obvious If
odious.
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A Municipal Christmas Tree
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Once Every Year, Came Merry Chil
dren. and Older Folk. and With
Laugh
• and Song Wipuld Cut Young Pine'Tree
s and Carry them Away.
leaves to see what he could rind unde
r ssaw • the teeny. weeny Pine-tree
and
thorn, and his hi-art WilS happy. for
sent sonie of her children. the Merr
y
his stomaeh was full. and you know' a
Little Breezes, to drive hp a show
er
full stomach, unless It be too full, alcloud that it might not go thirs
ty.
most always makes a happy heart
.
But no one else saw the,teeny. ween
y
Now, as he pulled over the fed and
Pine-tree, or if they did -see it,
thef
yellow and brown leaves, his shar
p took no notice of It.' Happ
y Jack
-eyes spied a little brown seed. It was
Sqeirrel ran right past and ldidn
't so
a homily little seed which had falle
n much as look at it, for he
had forgotfrom a rough pine cone, and you and
ten all about hiding that homely.
Little
I would very ltkely not have seen
it brown seed in the ground there. Once
at all, or If we had we would have
Peter Rabbit. nibbling tender swee
t
thr _slit it of no account. But Happ
y. clover, nearly nipped efl the head
of
Jack's eyes sparkled when he saw that
the...teeny. weenY Pine-tree and
Main
homely little brown seed, for he knew
even know•it.
that:it was very good to eat.
I
But nothing re!tily happened to
the
• Not that be was hungry. oh.
my, teeny. weeny Pine-treb, and
it grew
no! There wasn't room in his stom
ach and grew and was happy. fer
it -loved
for the least teeny, :weeny bit. more
jolly, round. bright Mr. Sun and
tild
just then. But happy Jack knew that
'Mother West Wind awl the
Merry
there might 'come: a' time, when
his Little 13-reevee .-anti they loved
it. So
stomach would not be sa full. and
Lbws-lit grew' and grew, and when
roue')
that little.hrown seed would taste
oh, Brother North Wieri came
again
so good!
covered it deep with a soft blan
ket
Now;-be had hidden ft great many
snow to keep it warm all winter.
little brown seeds and fat nuts
near
So the teeny: weeny Pieretree
was
the Lone Little Pittb. so when
he kept safe all the long winter, and
when
picked tip this particular little brow
n gentle Sister South Wind once
more
seed quickly he scampered over thed
ry came in the spring the teeny,
weeny
leaveS until presently he came to
the Pine-tree begun to, grow agai
n. It
edge of the Green Forest. He looked
grew and grew and grew and
grew
this way mind he looked that way to until
Yule Log is Gone.
it was -no longer teeny, weeny,
see if anyone. was watching him. and
The old-fashirined seeson
but put out sturdy branches and
of fun and
was
when he was sure that no one was,. he
frolic has been replfterel by
very good to look upon and
a ropttnIngheld its
ran out a -little way from- the edge of
less,
ruirttee'ss celebration.
head high, for it was indeed a
The Yule
beautithe Green Forest, dug a tiny hole in
log has gone out. iind
ful young tree.
there is ne firethe soft, warm earth with, his paws.
place
for
old
Santa Claus to
And for a time the young Pine
"t'hy don't. yeti
-tree
dropped into It the little brown seed
down and leave his gifts scrumble
send
was very. very -happy. .Itut
of simple frend a,
after a
and covered it carefully,
nice wax doll tor your little
joys
for unsuspecting child
while it began to feel lonely.I- Mr
hood. The
Christmasr
the
dolit
"There," said he to himself, as he othe
steam-heated home. the
think -she'd 'eta.
r Pine-trees were in the
- much for
Sterilized ur- a warsilfill
Green
seampered back to the 'Green Fore
chin,
now,
the
pure
-food law., all ferhirl
st Forest. and ofteh It could
the just girt o hint irritate; you see, they s
hear them
painted Sugar eats and
to see what more he could find. "everyone at tier
whIsperireg together and lit
dogs whose
hollaes"
longed to
one knows I live in the Green Fore
green backs would have
st whlerier-ivith them and coul
put
any
pard not, and
rot to shame.
and no one will think to look out here so
t
it eighed and sighed. and Pete
r BabYet how beautiful in.
for thing:: I have hidden.'
Evidently Not •
The municipal Christmas tree has
bit passing that way often stop
retrospect Is
become a popular Institution ma
ped to cities thtoughout
the memory nt- sorne Chris
pign
"confi.and the luif!
y
Old Mother Nature, who kaew just
the
country. Shortly before December
tine): of the
wonder What mild()
. What did
want to slap
nsttandsome that can be secu
25 the largest tree
long ago, wheal'likAti
what Happy Jack hnil dope, nm,jj
ehe •
me fure
red ts erected in stsme park or
ny Tim, who
ed. fr,mnng Pine-tree:
publ
seem so _sad.
ie
matt
e.strit
gath
og
with
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around th
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$ite
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ad
the4
tfible and
1tvey gfhw ovbr th6 tree 'during
BO. the Years wee:Seard the yen= holi
un
gf
looked forward-wich ley to
the
likely that Happy Jae* would forget
dny sevitiOn.A On Christmas eve it is the
the
141n#-tree bernme• hiring than nny
meet
ing
elite
e
of
people In nli Walks
coming of
of all the'froully,
ot of life, who join in singing
nil about that little brown seed. eta
the wonder-.-1.1-17"S.:ti,111:n:r1T1113...
the old enrols. In New kork-cit
If its neighbors in the Green Forest,
1stlyekritiFt(lsthild.b4a.4''tebj.il:;011'Ir
y the immicipal
ful dItitter of geese
netts." •
and Christmas tree Is
be did she had a plan to use it her- beca
nail the Isoing
etee
,•,
ted
in
Madi
son square; in Chicago in Grun
me known•as the Beautiful
--gre
eting
, "God bless us
t park ust
Vine-. the lake front.
nil!" Tlint
WWI a wealth such as
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no Scrooge could
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The Heart of the
Christmas Child

vioncrovormommeraMOMmimp

December the 24th

Ily FIRLILN IRWIN

By SADIE N. ATKINS
T WAS eurly 'minting
lilt,tireut Mull was ill it
and t ha toy deptitatuent
RS W tit oloill'1.1. noel
ful hunter.
11Ate the Imo mug !More
Rte. titit'lli anilleal as
of the big store wee
In 0 oho. Moe" twilit
The clerks tiptoed in and
l'hrlittiatuts elver unit veld,
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s or the
im ams a Is' tat' a
aloe a I ei,pe.I her fare
comparatively quiet, ii
4 out of the private ',Me
and
urnt
the
/
feel
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lie sinter
e, end
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though Chrintinna was /
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burning III au ult tight
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Danny Dotievanas rue( Is he
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a
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g
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neighbors, is only misty eight
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it ramief
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travel for the purpose ef
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it while trot king
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Don't Miss One Word
•
of This.•
We have taken the factory representation of the
Waltham Piano Co., the large Milwaukee Piano Manufactoring concern of 25 years established'reputation as
makers of high grade pianos. Over 25,000 of their pianos are found in homes of satisfied customers all over
the United States. Hundreds have been sold in Kentucky, many right here in Callowaw county. '
NOW LISTEN. We will sell this famous highgrade make direct from the factory to the home. The
first carload at factory prices, deducting `an advertising
allowance of from $90 to $175 to the first six buyers
and giving a corriplete Scholarship in music, two years'
lessons to each purchaser

•

Allowance of From
Deducting a SpeciarAdvertiiing
_

'

'
•

Sale

. .

Vit

rs

•

ir

-

To the First Six Buyers and Allowing Each
.
Two Years' Music Lessons FREE
_

Price
- A Word About
.
. and Quality.
,.

Why We ,Can
, ,
Do Thi
•

--, In Pianos, as in any other article, it does not pay
to buy a cheaply built article. Very unfortunately.
however, many.good agents have sold poor pianos, obtaming a good round price, a price ample to secure a
standard article. The Waltham price is fixed by the
factory, and every direct factory representative is enabled to sell at this low price, much below the prices
asked by the average dealer for goods that cost even
less to build. Nundreds of Waltham Pianos have been
sold at regular prices, and they are the biggest values
on the market. But to saw $9 to $175 from these
prices and get two years' lesaons FREE you must purchase one of these first six-pianos.
. —
.,

All big manufacturers, not only\f pianos, but .auJomobiles, farm machinery and most verythingtht use
today, spend thousands of dollars eack year to wivestise their product. The Waltham Piithp Co. have ail- .
propriated $25,000 for advertising and tç push the sale
of their goods in Kentucky thicyear, $1 080 of which
goes to us for use in our large territory. But instaad
of spending this amount in Magazines nd journals,
and paying big commissions to agents and,salespen, it
will be given, to the FIRST SIX BUYERS IN THIS
SALE, in amounts ranging from $90 to $l75 which
will apply the same as a Cash Payment on any piano
you select.
.

Some of the Bargains to be Offered on the FIRST DAY OF SALE
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Everyone Brand New.

•

•

Guaranteed for TEN YEARS

:

DISPLAY ROOMS OPEN DAY AND NIGHT

.

Murray Furniture and tindertaffigtompanx
MURRAY, KENTUCKY
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JOE T. PARKER, Jeweler
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Parker & Perdue
Suribeani Cake at 10c.
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SOLDIERS WHO GIVE UP LIVES IN
r
BATTLE REST IN HONORED GRAVES 1

711Z MURRAY LIMON&
MURRAY, KY

INDIAN- MAID SAKES HIT

81.EACHINQ POWDER
Wilsk Stnet
UNPLEASANT ODOR.

Every Effort Is Being Made in
England to Care for the Dead and
to Keep Clear the Records of Their
Places of Burial—Use
Is Made of Recognized Cemeterie
s Behind the
' Lines Wherever Possible.
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TARNOWSIG AN ABLE DIPLOMAT
111

•How folks in the tidewater:section-ofstate that mothers presidents celebrate
during'Christmas season. Some of the
spirit of Merrie England.150 years ago
pervades that part of.America today,

When
Auntria-Ilungary
Mimed
Couto Turnewski as ambassador to
diplomat's. He is a l'ole and proud of
it. but none the less • patriotic Ause
train. Ile was one of the chief factors
In smoothing away tho difficulties between Anstraelluna•ary arid Germany
In the Pellets question,- and his diplomatic ability made itself felt and
was

3

rPentril Zed.

-Count Tarnowski is of distinguished benrine. Ile Is somewhat
younger, perhaps, than Count
von
Bernstortf, to whern he bears
sane
reormblance both In appearance
Ind
III Manner, Count Tarnowski has.
proved himself one of the ablest diplomatists In the Allatf.e-H
angarlan
service In recent years. He iii cool,
'
very deliberate and firm net easily influeneed or rushed off his feet.
The tamntegs Tarnowski was a
Princess Csetryertinaka and is Ruts-filen Polish. She Is ataaccomplitthed and beaut
iful woman of natural simplicity
anti grace of manner. !loth the count and count
ies speak goad English. The
countems has neves' been in America.
AEI

RHODE ISLAND'S NEW SENATOR
AINNIONMW

4

.41

Though Peter Goelet Gerry, senator-elect.from Rhode Island, is a man
of wealth and assured social position,
he iS far from being one of the "idle
rich"
Know(' in society as a polo player,
a coaching whits and thorough sportsman, Mr. Gerry also is known to hfs
friends as a student of politics and
,
Ills first' appearance in politieg
salts in 1912, when 'he was elected
a
delegate to the Democratic - national
ronvention from Rhode Island.
He
was appointisl a member of the committee to notify Woodrow Wilson of
'his nomination; and nett appeared as
the organizer of a series of Wilso
n
clubs in his state.
Old-line politicians declined
at
first to take Ur. Gerry's efforts
seriously, and mild surprise was expre
ssed.
at the nannuncernent of his nomin
ation
for representative in congress
froth the
Second district, although he was
not d voter there. After his oppon
ents had
• looked Op the law and found
that, although unusual, there a-as
nothing Illegal
InShis, little interest was taken by them
In Mr, Gerry
.
's campaign, It a-as
taken for granted that a man consp
ieurius in fashionable society, running
in an
alien district strong in lactory worke
rs, would be overwhelmingly defea
ted.
11r. Gerry, however. a as returned
a wiener.
His race for the United States senat
orship appeared at a casual glanc
e
even more hopeless. Senator
Lippitt wait considered thoroughly
intrenched.
and it tad become almost a tradi
tion in Rhode Island that its senat
ors
should be Republican.' It was
the first election in the state at
which the
Senator had been elected by the
popular vote, and Mr. Gerry wage
d his
campaign with his accustomed vigor.
Mra Gerry'S family has been preininent for
more than a century. He is
the son of Commodore Eibridge" T. Gerry.
His great-grandfather. Ethridge
Gerry, was elected vice president of the
rutted States with President Madison
ni 1312.
A graduate of Harvard university, he was
admitted to the bar of Rhode
Island in 1906 and three years later to
practice before the'Suprerue coart of
the United' States. Ile married Slims Mathi
lde T. Townsend, daughter of Mrs.
Richard'Townsend.

H E-visitor to nn eld iiiuntatien iii tele
a titer Virginia. at t'hrist Mils time. will
-no tfoubt bo•greeatily'autpriseil to find
II at Illany - ot the old emitI MIS Noma«.
awl are regularly i•11.41.voil. Ii..t may
pit the large plantations, but eu the
smaller farms. and even in the negro
quarters. So all get their full measure
of gift% and turkey.
.
Perhaps ill,. first Si gft of Christma.
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si by n
baked ham tao years old and sugar•eure
d.
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all all furnish mighty good entitle air
visitors
alto dna. in air a little while, but have
not time
to stay to the regular dinner.
Theae who have spent years on a talew
ater Virginia, plantation know just %vitat he
-killing time
Illi•arim to haat anti hostess. All throu
gh the countryside, (rem the humblest negro
holding to the
largest river estate, preparatio
n for Christmas
begins aith hog-killing time, for
then the torn is
gathered. the watehille is ready. and
04./3 YZ/R,G.7.57A.rr.A.TA...110.,ZIrm
farm work In
general is in sueh eohilition that
all are in pretty
universal. yeti urn hear the basing of
good N hal.. for the holidays. the hounds
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and the cheering of the amounted -hunt
the hospitablt
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.441111M4I
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CITY MARKETING EXPERT

WATSON LOST THIS

•

•

WriLirt;.4 •

Our line of goods not only embraces toys for the children, but
-hundreds of household articles suitable for gifts for
all members of the
family. Here you see the wonderland for the childr
en---bring them
to our store and Christmas shopping will be easy---her
e also will be
found the most complete line of low-priced merchandise
eve
—,asserribled under one roof. Not cheap goods, but low-pr r—before
iced goods.
-1- We Have Made Arrangelentsiotatefoc
rAiur Wanti, Coiii-tet Us-Supply Them

CANDIES, FRUITS, NUTS, Etc.

We sell more candies than anyodier-firm in
the county. It is always fresh and the price is always !ower. Don'
be gulled into paying an exorbitant price for
t
your
Chri
giaas candies, fruits and nuts, when we can supply you with
very best and the very freshest at a less price
the
rn
. Bring your wants ty) us and when you leave our store you
satisfied customer, and don't forget to bring the
will
leave
a
chi!drea with you.

JOHNSON & BROACH
/
S11&*
s

4-11

s-

• r Att.*

5, 10 and 25c Vaileil Store
•Z
.
3
.
:11

• ViVa

Christmas Will Not Be Christmas
Unless Each Stocking is Filled With Good
Things to Eat
Things

to eat are not good unless they are fresh, pur
e and clean. Our stock of

Candies, Fruits and Nuts

is fresh, imire and clean, and the prices are
jus
Old Santa fill his basket at our store and yo t as low as such goods can be sold. Let
u wil
the purest and the cleanest. Christmas:baske l know that he is getting the freshest,
ts our specialty.

F
/At

Our Line of. Fancy Groceries
7- is not surpassed in the county. We
can-supply any demand- for
the Christmas dinner._
the world. They are put up in sanitary pjek
ages.

The best
•

Telephone es vcur order, cr better still com
e to our store and let us show you.
order in fancy or staple goods.

We can

We always pay highest market prices for
all country produce. Bun' g it lo us. Don't
*before coming to see us. We want
1311
your trade, we will treat you with courtesy,
we will appreciate yor business.
Courteous -and -Competent Salesmen and
Prompt Delivery of all Goods.
First Door West of Farmers and
Merchants Rank.

45,r;,••
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WARD'S CAKES:—White, Yellow and
Fruit, Cakes.
in

